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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
HOW EMERGENCY CALLERS ARE LOCATED IN EUROPE TODAY
In 2015, 230 million emergency calls were made
from mobile phones in the EU, representing 75% of all
emergency calls1.
Today, emergency callers are located using mobile
networks’ old Cell-ID technology, with an average
accuracy of 2 km or even 10 km in certain cases.
When the caller’s position is inaccurate, it leads to a delay
for the whole emergency services chain, increasing both
the time spent on the phone and the rescuers’ arrival. It
sometimes becomes even impossible to find the victim.
As a result, every year, emergency mobile calls take
longer than the fixed calls to handle and nearly 300,0002
victims suffer from a delay of at least 30 minutes
due to the lack of a precise caller location information.
How is it possible while smartphones are already able to compute much more accurate positions
than the Cell-ID location? Unfortunately, emergency services response centres in EU cannot
benefit from handset-based location technologies (which use GNSS - or Wi-Fi-based
positioning). It is striking to observe the contrast between the high accuracy of positioning for
less critical consumer services such as navigation or social networking and the antiquated process
to deliver positioning for emergency services.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE HELP112 PROJECT
HELP112 is a project initiated by the European Commission to evaluate the merits of
handset-based technologies to improve the location of emergency callers.
The 12-month project was conducted by a consortium of 8 partners: Telespazio, the European
Emergency Number Association (EENA), PTOLEMUS Consulting Group, Creativity Software and 4
emergency response centres, namely BT (UK), 112 Lithuania, AREU (Italy) and NNÖ (Austria).
The project has investigated technology alternatives to:
1. Establish the caller position and

1 PTOLEMUS estimates based on data from COCOM 16-01 and EENA
2 Estimate based on data available in the UK - PTOLEMUS estimates based on data from COCOM 16-01 and
EENA
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2. Transmit it to the emergency response centre, also named Public Safety Answering
Point (PSAP).
The consortium made an analysis of the potential benefits and costs of the combinations of
7 alternative positioning technologies (using cellular networks, WiFi and satellite positioning e.g.
GPS and Galileo), together with 5 different data transmission technologies (SMS, HTTPS, eCall,
IMS, network transmission).
In addition, it deployed actual field tests of specific implementation scenarios on the 4
PSAP sites. Instead of using a mobile app, the project used AML (Advanced Mobile Location), a
handset functionality triggered by the call to 112 (or other emergency numbers) that allows
location established by the handset to be transported to a PSAP, over the User Plane, as specified
by ETSI3. It is a piece of software that runs in the background and is automatic whereas current
emergency apps are only used by less than 1% of the population.
To test the system, the HELP112 partners worked with Google, outside the scope of the project, to
configure all Android phones for the pilot countries with their own implementation of
the AML protocol, Android’s Emergency Location Services (ELS).

MAIN OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT
Considerable improvements in the accuracy of caller location
It should be noted that AML was deployed in live emergency environment during the HELP112
project. Thus, the outputs obtained do not only represent test data but also live data based on
actual emergency calls.
As an example of results from live data across all outdoor and indoor environments throughout the
UK, 87% of the locations sent to the PSAPs were within a 50-metre radius and 90%
were delivered within 30 seconds from the moment the call is answered. The accuracy
achievement is attributed to the use of GNSS data to estimate the caller location and
the use of Wi-Fi data, when GNSS signals are not available, e.g. in indoor locations. Both
positioning methods provide significant accuracy improvements compared to the existing provision
of network-based location (Cell-ID) by mobile network operators. The results from the UK pilot
show that a caller’s location accuracy is defined within an area that is on average 3000 times
smaller than Cell-ID.

3

User Plane , using HTTPS or SMS communication layers, in opposition to Control Plane architectures where part
of the location data flows is conveyed by communication layers between servers in the MNO infrastructure, needing
specific deployment, and thus incurring higher costs.
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Accuracy obtained in the field tests
Average radius
Country

Cell-ID4

GNSS

Wi-Fi

Austria

1,550 m

6m

20 m

Italy

1,377 m

28 m

24 m

Lithuania

5,506 m

21 m

35 m

United Kingdom

1,983 m

14 m

24 m

The most significant future improvements will be generated from the use of GNSS chipsets
in the handsets, especially in rural environments where the area given by the location can
be reduced on average by 460 000 times in more than 70% of the cases5. Thanks to the location
accuracy improvements brought by the handset, an average of 30 seconds can be saved on
every mobile emergency call made in EU, and more than 1.5 minutes on average for calls
placed in rural environments6. Benefits on call processing time are considered for all calls and
depending on the radius precision improvement, time can be reduced from 3 to 53 seconds
on average. On the other hand, benefits arising from time reduction in search and rescue
processes range from 1 second up to 4.5 hours on average. However, time benefits on
search and rescue processes are considered for only 0.4% of the addressable calls; only those for
which the caller is not able to give a location at all or provides a location that it is not useful.
The results of testing the user plane network based location (NBL) proved that NBL
solutions provide higher location accuracy compared to Cell-ID positioning7.
Depending on the mix of technologies and regulatory actions, the net benefits of including
handset-based location over the next 10 years range from €55 to €100 billion8. Depending on
the implementation, ensuring Galileo compatibility could bring additional net benefits estimated
between €240 million and €1 billion over the next 10 years.
While a regulatory action to mandate eCall is expected to generate around €1.6 billion9 in
yearly net benefits, mandating handset-based caller location would generate as much as
6 times more yearly benefits.

4

Received from MNOs and/or AML

5

Based on pilot results in Lithuania for rural environment

6

Estimates based on data gathered across the pilot sites

7

See section 3.2.5 for more details about these tests

8

Figures estimated by calculating the time value of a minute in response time for emergency services; for more
details, please refer to PTOLEMUS cost-benefit analysis
9

eCall impact assessment, http://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=2252
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cost-effective

and

The cost of enabling handset-based location by deploying AML nationwide should remain
low - between €50,000 to €300,000 per PSAP, depending on the existing
infrastructure of the PSAP.
AML is automatically triggered when a traditional emergency call is made and does not require
any user intervention. It does not replace the existing provision of network-based location (CellID) by mobile network operators, but simply provides additional and more accurate location
information where technically possible (where GNSS or WiFi coverage is available).
With regards to privacy, it should be noted that the location information cannot be triggered from
any third party, but only when a caller dials an emergency number. The data is not stored
by the phone nor by the operating system owner, it is sent to an end-point managed by a
public authority (PSAP), which may store it in accordance with the national legislation, the EU
privacy legislation and the operational policies of the PSAP.
All participating HELP112 countries have decided to maintain the HELP112 deployment after
the project. Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) have also been supportive in countries
where ELS/AML was deployed.
And most importantly, from an early stage, tangible results were obtained, i.e. HELP112 location
saved lives and reduced injuries, as shown in the example below.
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Improving caller location saves lives
Mobile phone cell

Handset location with GNSS

(14 023 meters)

(6 meters)

On 10 January 2017, an emergency call was received by the Klaipeda Public Safety Answering Point
in Lithuania. The caller, a 7-year old boy, reported he had found his father unconscious or dead,
probably struck by electricity. He did not know his address or the telephone number of any of his
relatives, and Cell-ID location information received by the emergency services had a radius of
14 km.
Fortunately, the operator received a GNSS location via the Emergency Location Service in
Android (Advanced Mobile Location), with a radius of 6 meters. The police and ambulance
services were dispatched to the location. The emergency responders provided acute medical care
to the man who had likely been struck by an epileptic seizure.
As the capacity of the PSAP to receive and use the GNSS location was developed as part of the
HELP112 project, saving this man’s life can be seen, without exaggeration, as an
achievement of the project.

KEY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As demonstrated by the cost-benefit analysis and confirmed by field tests, implementing
handset-based caller location to leverage positioning techniques already available in the
phones is the way forward. Handset-based caller location solutions using multiconstellation assisted GNSS and WiFi locations offer major benefits to PSAPs and
should be prioritised over pure network-based location (Cell-ID) by mobile network operators.
Over the next 5 to 10 years, handset-based location using AML is the most cost-effective
approach, and best mitigates risks linked to the implementation as it requires less modifications
to the infrastructure currently available. The cost of equipping PSAPs to leverage handsetbased locations (i.e. receive AML data) is also lower than alternatives using Control Plane
architectures. While the support of MNOs is key to enable the transport of data from the phones
to the PSAPs, handset-based location using AML requires no financial investment from them.
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To transmit the location data to the PSAPs, we recommend an implementation using the AML
protocol and the SMS or HTTPS for transmission, as they achieve the optimal costbenefit ratio.
Today, about 70% of the 360 million smartphones in the EU today are Android phones. The
remaining 30% of smartphones are almost entirely using iOS (Apple) or Windows (Microsoft). In
our view, relying on the goodwill of large OS providers or handset manufacturers to
implement a version of AML represents a big risk. Despite many attempts from the
consortium to include Apple in this project, or at least establish communication, their willingness to
implement AML, or a similar feature, on their own remains to be seen. This means that today,
an additional 108 million smartphones cannot provide a similar level of location
accuracy to the emergency services. In addition, trials demonstrated that about 30% of
Android-based smartphones (or 76 million phones in the EU) did not allow for GNSS to be used
during an emergency call10.
As recommended below, a regulation requiring the implementation of AML by the smartphone
manufactures should minimise this risk.
While GNSS and Wi-Fi positioning provide the most accurate location estimates, there are cases
that these methods cannot calculate a location. The wider availability of NBL solutions and
its improved accuracy over Cell-ID positioning can act as an adequate safety net for
the E112 calls when the handset returns no GNSS or Wi-Fi location data.
ETSI specified the AML functionality in their TR 103393 report and also included AML in the NG112
PlugTests11.
The benefits are clear for European countries. A mandate on all smartphones sold in the EU
to enable the use of handset-based locations with multi constellation GNSS and WiFi, and on
PSAPs to receive the location could generate an estimated €95 billions of economic and
social net benefits over the next 10 years12. Furthermore, we estimated that at EU level,
almost 800 lives could be saved every year thanks to the improvement in emergency caller
location solutions thanks to this mandate.

10

This percentage is expected to decrease with ongoing changes to Android handset compatibility rules

11

An event aiming to validate the interoperability and conformity of a variety of different solutions on the market
using different scenarios and test cases, based on the Next Generation 112 Long Term Definition document (NG112
LTD), 3GPP, ETSI and IETF standards. For more information, see http://www.eena.org/events/2nd-NG112plugtests-event
12

PTOLEMUS cost-benefit analysis
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To make next generation emergency caller location solutions a reality, a regulation on the
smartphones sold in the EU would mitigate critical risks linked to the implementation.
Based on our cost-benefit analysis and field implementation, the HELP112 consortium
recommends the following measures to the European Commission:
•

Mandate the use by mobile phone makers of handset location information
including

multi-constellation

GNSS

(including

Galileo)

and

WiFi

during

emergency calls using the AML functionality and the SMS or HTTPS for
transmission to PSAPs,
•

Ideally, mandate that this location information is transported by the mobile network
operators at no cost and received and used by the PSAPs,

•

Support further standardization efforts (including tests), at 3GPP and ETSI to ensure full
compatibility of handsets/networks with AML,

•

Finance the creation of EU projects to facilitate the implementation and coordination among
stakeholders, generate awareness about the project and favour knowledge sharing (similar
to the I_HeERO projects for eCall).

Thanks to the outcomes of that project, the EU now has the means to become one of the most
advanced regions in terms of mobile emergency caller location, bridging the gap with the USA that
initially envisaged the use of GNSS derived location since 200813, and presently aims to achieve 50

13

E911 Phase II
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metres accuracy for 80% of all wireless 911 calls, by 202114. Furthermore, several countries
around the globe have communicated their interest in the project.

14

FCC, “Wireless E911 Location Accuracy Requirements, Fourth Report and Order”, PS Docket No. 07-114, 29
January 2015, p. 3, https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-15-9A1.pdf
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1. CHALLENGES IN THE CURRENT IMPLEMENTATIONS OF
CALLER LOCATION SOLUTIONS FOR EMERGENCY CALLS
Article 26.5 of the amended Universal Service Directive15 states that “Member States shall ensure

that undertakings concerned make caller location information available free of charge to the
authority handling emergency calls as soon as the call reaches that authority”.
The caller location solutions currently available in most EU member states are based on Cell-ID.
While Cell-ID positioning offers satisfactory response time within a period of a few
seconds, it lacks in precision of the location estimate. Cell-ID provides a 2km radius on
average and is often a 10km or more radius16.
The comprehensive analysis performed during HELP112 matches the situation described in other
reports17,18 for the caller location solutions currently used. Only small differences are observed
between the data found in latest and previous versions of the reports, showing that in the past
few years very little has changed, while the emergence of 112 Apps has increased due to
the lack of precise location information that can help the work of emergency response.
The HELP112 deliverable D1.219 indicates that Cell ID is currently the primary solution for
caller location in the EU member states. At the beginning of the HELP112 project, only nine
member states used additional caller location solutions, mainly 112 Apps, while only
the United Kingdom used AML.
The ECC report 22520 describes:
“Mainly, mobile network operators do not have experience in Europe with more advanced

positioning technologies in order to provide more accurate caller location information. In the vast
majority of cases, only Cell-ID is currently provided and no plans and considerations
are being given to improving accuracy at this time.”
One of the main findings of the 2016 COCOM’s report confirms the lack of more accurate caller
location:

15

Directives 2002/22/EC & 2009/136/EC

16

Estimation based on data from several countries in Europe, including UK and Lithuania

17

Communications Committee (COCOM), “Implementation of the European emergency number 112 – Results of the
ninth data-gathering round”, 11 February 2016, Executive summary, p. 2 – 3, https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/news/implementation-european-emergency-number-112-results-ninth-data-gathering-round
18

ECC Report 143, “Practical improvements in handling 112 emergency call: caller location information”, April 2010,
section 9, p. 21, http://www.erodocdb.dk/docs/doc98/official/pdf/ECCRep143.pdf
19

HELP112 Deliverable D1.2 Analysis of the state of the art, section 2

20

ECC Report 225, “Establishing Criteria for the Accuracy and Reliability of the Caller Location Information in
support
of
Emergency
Services”,
21
October
2014,
section
7.1,
p.38,
http://www.erodocdb.dk/Docs/doc98/official/pdf/ECCREP225.PDF+
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“No improvement is noticed on the implementation of more accurate caller location in

Europe. Cell-ID/Sector-ID is a standard location requirement in Europe for mobile
networks delivering accuracy between 30 meters and tens of kilometres.”
“In order to make the emergency intervention more efficient caller location should be provided

together with the call to the emergency service. Still, excessively long time is needed to
receive the caller location in France (several minutes), Malta (5- 10 minutes) and
Greece (28min 58s).”
The long response times reported in some member states, including France, Malta and Greece,
raise important questions about the satisfactory implementation of Article 26.5 of the
directive.
All previous reports and the experience of the end users suggest that caller location by Cell-ID
lacks accuracy and precision and is considered an unsatisfactory solution for
emergency calls.



Most countries currently use Cell-ID as primary caller location solution, and
no plans are considered to improve the accuracy to a level that is helpful to
emergency services.



Cell-ID positioning offers satisfactory response time, in most cases, but it lacks
precision of the location estimate, providing a 2km radius on average and is
often a 10km or more radius.



Cell-ID is an inappropriate caller location solution for emergency calls.



Use of 112 Apps has increased due to the lack of precise location
information. However, 112 Apps have not reached a vast number of users until now
amongst other disadvantages deeming 112 Apps as a non-preferred solution for most
callers.



As a result, every year, mobile calls take longer than fixed calls to handle and nearly
300,000 victims suffer from a delay of at least 30 minutes due to the lack of a
precise caller location information (estimate based on data available in the UK).
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2. DESIGNING THE HELP112 CALLER LOCATION SOLUTION
The HELP112 project studied possible technical implementations to achieve more accurate caller
location and considered the existing caller location solutions. The project team examined
technology alternatives to calculate the location of an emergency caller and to
transmit it to the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) from technological and cost benefit
perspectives.

2.1 COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS
More specifically, the comprehensive analysis performed during the project studied:


the different families of architectures: User Plane or Control Plane architectures, the latest
was quickly discarded because it requires a much higher involvement of the MNOs, in
particular, it requires the deployment of GMLCs, and SMLCs or SAS in their network
infrastructure, with much higher costs.



the methods to estimate caller location: network based location (Cell-ID, CITA, CITARx,
RFPM, CIRTT, CITA, OTDOA), handset based GNSS positioning together with Assisted
GNSS, Wi-Fi positioning and hybrid handset based positioning methods



the methods to transmit the caller location: voice channel, SMS, IP (HTTPS & IMS)



how these methods are already used in the existing caller location solutions: NBL, AML,
112 Apps and eCall.

The comprehensive analysis identified the advantages and disadvantages of these methods and
the actors involved in each of the above methods and solutions. In addition, the comprehensive
analysis gathered the requirements for a more precise and reliable caller location solution. The
requirements gathering process collected requirements from the 4 pilot sites in HELP112, but also
performed a survey inviting the requirements and expectations of end users outside the project
consortium21.

2.2 HELP112 SOLUTION ARCHITECTURES
The comprehensive analysis was the basis for designing six caller location architectures to achieve
more accurate location information in the PSAPs responding to emergency calls. Each architecture
was designed on a combination of positioning, activation and transmission methods. Table 1
shows the methods used in each architecture.
Although NBL methods can achieve improved accuracy when compared to Cell-ID, considering
their reduced accuracy compared to GNSS and Wi-Fi and the lack of support from mobile network
operators, the architectures were mostly based on handset based location methods, using GNSS
and Wi-Fi as positioning methods and SMS, HTTPS and IMS as transmission methods. Only

21

For more information on the comprehensive analysis, see D1.1 Requirements Document, D1.2 State of the Art
Analysis, D1.3 Gap Analysis and section 4.
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architecture 3 included a user plane NBL method with a location calculator out of the network, at a
location server at the PSAP side22.

22

For more information on the architecture and technical design, see D3.1 Description of the scenarios, D3.2
Technical description, D3.3 Recommendation for the pilot
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Architecture 5

Architecture 6

User Plane NBL with
Location Calculator out
from the network (at
location server/PSAP
side)

Network Based Location
methods

WiFi Positioning System
Standalone GNSS

A-GNSS

E-GNSS enabled SUPL
server

Automated activation
Activation using App
SMS transmission

Not used in architecture design as an inadequate method to trigger the location estimation.

& international roaming

Data channel transmission
IMS SIP transmission
In-band modem transmission

Table 1 Mapping of HELP112 implementation architectures based on the positioning, activation and transmission methods
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2.3 COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
In addition to the technology dimension of the study, the HELP112 consortium performed a cost
benefit analysis of the combinations of 7 alternative positioning technologies (using
cellular networks but also Wi-Fi, satellite positioning e.g. GPS and Galileo), together with 5
different data transmission technologies (SMS, HTTPS, eCall, IMS, network transmission)23.

2.4 THE HELP112 SOLUTION
In order to determine the most appropriate architecture(s) to be implemented during the
pilot phase of the HELP112 project, three criteria were considered the:
1. Compliance of each architecture with the user requirements
2. Recommendations of the Cost/Benefit Analysis, evaluating the most effective
technology combinations in the short term, regarding the implementation and
maintenance costs and the benefits in terms of human lives saved
3. Capacity of each pilot to implement the necessary infrastructure in the timeframe of
HELP112 project.
The analysis of the architectures against the established criteria defined the HELP112 proposed
architecture, based on a combination of architectures 1, 2, 3, and 4. This proposal is similar and
compatible with how AML operates and offers strong advantages:


A handset based positioning method with assisted E-GNSS capabilities, i.e.
assisted E-GNSS engine within its chipset, in order to benefit from the Galileo signal in the
GNSS location process.



The use of HTTPS (data channel) to transmit the location data to the PSAP when the data
connectivity is available, or the use of SMS as a transmission method when no data
connectivity is available. Using the long number (MSISDN) of the location server to send
the data is suggested when the caller is in international roaming situation.



Use the Radio Measurement Report (RMR) to calculate the location on the
location server using network based location methods through a Location Calculator. This
option acts as a safety net and provides a location estimate more precise than the CellID, when no location can be computed on the handset after a specified time period.

23

See section 5 and HELP112 Deliverable D2.1 - D2.2 - D2.3 – Cost Benefit Analysis
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Figure 1 The ideal E112 architecture proposed by HELP112
To summarise this work, the conclusions of the comprehensive analysis, the cost benefit analysis
and the designed technology architectures resulted in proposing the use of a handset based
location solution, like AML, that uses GNSS and Wi-Fi data to estimate the location on
the handset, triggered by the handset software after an emergency call is placed, and
sends the best location estimate to a server by SMS or HTTPS, after a set period of
time.
HELP112 included four pilot sites in Austria, Italy, Lithuania and the UK and deployed
implementations scenarios to test the proposed handset based location solutions, based on
AML and its implementation alternatives, e.g. use of Galileo, HTTPS, IMS. AML is a handset-based
caller location solution, calculating the location of the handset and transmitting it to the PSAP by
SMS or HTTPS. AML was the basis for the implementation because it was the solution
that had the potential to satisfy most of the HELP112 requirements, with the specific
advantage to be easily deployed.
AML was introduced in the UK by BT, HTC and EE in 2014 to allow
locations established by handsets to supplement network locations
use of AML in the UK provided location information up to 4,000
Cell-ID, saving lives, time, and money. AML was specified

GNSS-based or Wi-Fi derived
based on cell coverage. The
times more accurate than
in ETSI TR 103 39324 and

24

ETSI/EMTEL Technical Report TR 103 393,
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_tr/103300_103399/103393/01.01.01_60/tr_103393v010101p.pdf
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propagated across more handsets and networks in 2015 in the UK. HELP112 deployed a handset
based location solution based on AML in the four pilot countries in 2016. Initially, AML was
transmitting the location information by SMS only. However, the implementation of the HTTPS
transmission method was completed during HELP112.

Based on the comprehensive analysis, the cost benefit analysis and the designed
technology architectures, HELP112 proposes the use of a handset based location
solution, like AML, that:
 uses GNSS and Wi-Fi data to estimate the location on the handset,
 is triggered by the handset software after an emergency call is placed, and
 sends the location estimate by SMS or HTTPS, after a set period of time.

2.5 HOW A HANDSET BASED LOCATION SOLUTION IN THE USER PLANE WORKS?
The following description is based on how AML works, but the operational principles are valid for
other handset based location solutions. AML uses GNSS and Wi-Fi positioning to compensate the
lack of accuracy by the existing implementation of caller location estimated by Cell-ID.
1. The handset user (emergency caller) initiates an emergency call dialling 112
2. The software on the handset switches on GNSS and Wi-Fi, if not already
activated25. Note: Based on the expected accuracy levels expressed in the HELP112
requirements, the use of GNSS and Wi-Fi in the estimation of the location was an important
prerequisite of the HELP112 solution.
3. The software on the handset attempts to estimate its location by using GNSS
and Wi-Fi. Note: The HELP112 requirements stressed the importance of not adding
additional tasks to the caller, other than making an emergency call. The automatic
triggering of the location estimation by the handset’s software, when an emergency call is
placed, is a solution that does not impose any constraints or additional tasks to the caller.
4. If a GNSS location becomes available before a period of 20 seconds26, then the
location data is sent by SMS27 or HTTPS without waiting any longer.

25

GNSS and Wi-Fi services are switched on subject to a battery check, ensuring it is possible to place a short voice
call. If GNSS or Wifi was switched on when the emergency call was initiated, then it will be switched off as soon as it
is no longer needed.
26

Time period may vary across different implementations.

27

When SMS is used to transmit the message, the SMS is hidden from the user or it is sent via a data SMS.
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5. If at 20 seconds no GNSS data is available, but a Wi-Fi based location is
available, the Wi-Fi location is sent by SMS or HTTPS28.
Note that a handset based location method like AML is not and should not be an App, but it is
and should be included in the software of the handset’s operating system.
Figure 2 shows the AML timeline and process to estimate the caller location.

Figure 2: AML timeline and process to estimate the caller location. Source: BT

2.6 ACTORS

INVOLVED IN THE DEPLOYMENT OF A HANDSET BASED LOCATION

SOLUTION IN USER PLANE
The following actors are involved in the deployment of a handset based location solution, like AML:

2.6.1 OS providers


Implement the functionality to estimate the caller location on the OS



The location message should be sent only in countries ready to receive location messages.
This can be determined by the Mobile Country Code (MCC) and the Mobile Network Code
(MNC)

28

If no Wi-Fi based location is available then the Cell-ID based location data is sent. If it’s not been possible to get a
location from any method then a message is sent indicating that all positioning methods have failed.
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2.6.2 Handset Manufacturers
Configure the handset to29:


allow the use of GNSS during an emergency call



allow Wi-Fi scanning during an emergency call



allow an HTTPS transaction during an emergency call, so the location estimate can be sent
via HTTPS while the emergency call is still active, but also to be able to use Wi-Fi
positioning if GNSS is not available.



provide an accurate time stamp of when the Wi-Fi access point was seen by the handset,
to allow emergency services to assess if a Wi-Fi location is recent enough and it has not
been stored on the handset for a long time, which may mean that the location may not be
still accurate.

2.6.3 MNOs


Allow sending an SMS or Data SMS during an emergency call



Allow an HTTPS transaction during an emergency call, so the location estimate can be sent
via HTTPS while the emergency call is still active, but also to be able to use Wi-Fi
positioning if GNSS is not available.



Transmit the SMS free of charge. The 2009 Universal Service Directive describes that the
location information should be free to the authority receiving it. Specifically, it states
"Member States shall ensure that undertakings concerned make caller location information

available free of charge to the authority handling emergency calls". However, the proposal
for new legislation, which shall enter into force around 2021, proposes to state "Member
States shall ensure that the establishment and the transmission of the caller location
information are free of charge for the end-user and to the authority handling the
emergency communication”. The new proposal describes that the information should be
free to the authority and the end user / caller, hence covering the location estimation by a
network based method, like Cell-ID, and by a handset based method which requires
transmission of the data by SMS or HTTPs.

2.6.4 Public Authorities & PSAPs


Be able to receive location messages by SMS or HTTPS and display the location in their
CAD systems



Provide guidance to call takers for comparing Cell-ID and handset based locations

29

Also see, EENA Operations Document, 20 Feb 2017, Advanced Mobile Location (AML) Additional requirements
and guidance for Mobile Handset Manufacturers and Mobile Network Operators,
http://www.eena.org/download.asp?item_id=227
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3. PILOTS & RESULTS
The HELP112 project included four pilot implementations in Austria, Italy, Lithuania and the UK.
Following the conclusions of the comprehensive and the cost benefit analyses, all pilot
implementations were based on a handset based location solution like AML, while the
characteristics of each pilot were slightly different. The following sections describe the:
1. implementation of each pilot (section 3.1)
2. overall results and conclusions (section 3.2)
3. results per pilot (section 3.3)
4. results from the live implementations (section 3.4)

3.1 PILOT IMPLEMENTATIONS
Table 2 provides an overview of the implementations in the four end-to-end pilot countries. The
following sections describe the implementations in each pilot.
Austria

Italy

Lithuania

UK

144 Notruf
Niederösterreich

Azienda Regionale
Emergenza Urgenza

112 Emergency
Response Centre

BT

Handset based
location
implementation, like
AML

Handset based
location
implementation, like
AML & comparison
with the existing App

Handset based
location
implementation, like
AML & NBL testing

Extension of AML
implementation with
HTTPS, AML roaming
calls & NBL testing

SMS & HTTPS

HTTPS

SMS

SMS & HTTPS

Regional - extended
to other regions after
HELP112

Regional

National

National

Handset
Manufacturers

Huawei, HTC

LG, Samsung

BQ, HTC, Huawei, LG,
Samsung, Sony

HTC, Samsung, Sony

MNOs

Not involved

Not involved

Tele 2, Omnitel, Bite
Lietuva

BT/EE, Vodafone, O2,
Three

PSAP

Pilot
Implementation

Transmission
Method
Implementation
Level

Table 2 Pilot implementation overview

3.1.1 End-to-end pilot in Austria
NNÖ handles requests for EMS and dispatches multiple services for four different locations in
Lower Austria. The HELP112 project in the Austrian pilot focused on:
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1. Testing a handset based location like AML with SMS transmission of the location
information over a range of handsets for Austrian callers in Austria.
2. Using mobile data (HTTPS) instead of SMS to transmit the handset location for Austrian
callers.
NNÖ implemented a new platform to receive location data transmissions via SMS and
HTTPS. A long number, provided by a commercial SMS solutions company, is used to receive the
location SMS, which are then retrieved by NNÖs information systems. The SMS service currently
entails a monthly fee for the provision of the service and a cost for each SMS received, both
covered by NNÖ, since the delivered location data is very helpful.
Transmitting the location by SMS is usually free for the caller or at the normal SMS fee, which can
be deducted from the number of free SMS included in the monthly plan of the subscriber. Austria
has 3 MNOs and 20 MVNOs with different and changing tariffs making difficult to continuously
track and ensure that the transmission SMS to a long number is always free for the caller.
NNÖ is currently identifying ways to ensure the solution is free for the caller and reduce the cost to
NNÖ. To ensure no cost for the caller, switching to a short number is considered and discussions
with the Austrian telecom regulator focus on achieving a constantly free solution for the end-user.
To reduce the cost of the commercial SMS solution, a reliable HTTPS transmission is considered
because it would allow receiving the transmissions directly by NNÖ and use SMS only as fall-back /
redundancy, if HTTPS fails.
The implementation was completed in-house by the IT department of NNÖ and the total
implementation cost was €47,609. The cost was at the lower end of the cost range estimated by
the CBA, because NNÖ implemented the solution by its in-house IT department, it had the
technical infrastructure to receive and display location messages from smartphone applications,
and a commercial service was used to receive the SMS, instead of deploying its own infrastructure,
reducing the deployment cost and entailing an operational cost.
During the implementation phase, NNÖ wanted to compare the transmission speed and reliability
of both SMS and HTTPS. Hence, both transmission methods were implemented, although a
preference for HTTPS. Soon after going live NNÖ realized that would miss a lot of position data
sets if either HTTPS or SMS was the only transmission method, because according to the latest
data received, 15% of all transmissions are via HTTPS only, and 9,8 % via SMS only. While the
percentage for SMS only is not surprising, the respective percentage of HTTPS only is surprising.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 present the SMS and HTTPS architecture deployed in Austria for receiving
the location data messages.
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Figure 3 Architecture for receiving location information by SMS

Figure 4 Architecture for receiving location information by HTTPS

PSAP
PSAP Partner
OS Provider

144 Notruf Niederösterreich (Regional)
Android

Handset Manufacturers

Huawei, HTC

MNOs

Not involved

Table 3 Austrian pilot information

3.1.2 End-to-end pilot in Italy
Azienda Regionale Emergenza Urgenza (AREU) is responsible for operating the 1st level PSAP for
the management of the 112 European emergency number, based in the city of Varese. AREU also
operates the “112 Where Are U” mobile application. The application is available to all citizens since
July 2014.
The Italian pilot deployed a handset based location solution like AML with HTTPS as a
transmission method due to the lack of support from MNOs. When MNOs were presented with
the possibility to implement a handset based location solution in Italy using SMS as a carrier of the
location data, they did not support this implementation. They did not agree to provide a toll-free
SMS for the implementation, because of the lack of a European legislation, which led to the HTTPS
implementation in Italy.
Beta80, the company that has already developed the infrastructure of the PSAP together with
AREU, implemented the integration of location information in the PSAP. The modifications needed
for the implementation via HTTPS consisted of an upgrade of the current infrastructure used for
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the “Where Are U” application. Extending the existing infrastructure of the app for the
implementation instead of implementing a new infrastructure was a cost-efficient approach that
would also make the solution quickly operational. Figure 5 illustrates the needed modifications to
the existing infrastructure. While the Italian pilot selected only HTTPS as a transmission method,
Figure 5 shows the needed modifications also for SMS to refer to a future implementation using
SMS as a transmission method.

Figure 5 Scope of the needed modification to the IS of AREU

PSAP

Azienda Regionale Emergenza Urgenza
(Regional)

PSAP Partner

Beta 80

OS Provider

Android

Handset Manufacturers
MNOs

LG, Samsung
Not involved

Table 4 Italian pilot information

3.1.3 End-to-end pilot in Lithuania
112ERC is a Lithuanian public institution responsible for answering 112 emergency calls sent by
voice connection, SMS or special smartphone application, receiving their location information and
ensuring appropriate response arrive at the scene of an emergency by dispatching police, fire and
rescue and ambulance units. To handle emergency calls in prompt and accurate manner, 112ERC
uses the integrated information system that enables call takers and dispatchers to perform their
tasks more efficiently. By being the nationally appointed agency (i.e. authorised owner) of number
112, also by accepting 112 SMS emergency messages from all country’s networks, 112ERC was
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fully capable of acting as a pilot site. Therefore, 112ERC concentrated on the practical
implementation of the project goals and on upgrading its information system related sub-modules.
112ERC has two methods of sending GNSS location details available:
1. Handset-based GNSS, built into certain handsets from some mobile networks in the UK,
this software was specifically written by each manufacturer for their own handsets. 112ERC
tested Sony Mobile’s GNSS transmission solution based on regular SMS message (Text
SMS).
2. Emergency Location Service in Android – location information via ELS is transported by a
binary SMS message (Data SMS).
Lithuanian pilot deployed a handset based location solution with SMS as a
transmission method because 112ERC had already the infrastructure to receive emergency SMS
by national MNOs. Modifications of the SMS reception module, the location server and the GIS
were required to receive the handset’s location data, decode it and to display it on the GIS. More
specifically:


SMS reception module has been added with SMS content scanning and a decoding
application.



Location server and GIS were modified to interpret handset’s data string transmitted by
SMS and to display coordinates and confidence radius onto call taker’s workstation.

Figure 6 illustrates the scope of the modification on 112 ERC’s information system.

Figure 6 Scope of the needed modification on the IS of 112ERC
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112 Emergency Response Centre (National)
Android
BQ, HTC, Huawei, LG, Samsung, Sony
Tele 2, Omnitel, Bite Lietuva

Table 5 Lithuanian pilot information

3.1.4 End-to-end pilot in the UK
Advanced Mobile Location (AML) was introduced in the UK by BT, HTC and EE in 2014 to allow
GNSS-based or Wi-Fi derived locations established by handsets to supplement network locations
based on cell coverage. AML propagated across more handsets and networks in 2015. In 2016 and
during HELPL112, the implementation of Emergency Location Service in Android helped increase
the number of emergency calls with handset based location received by the UK PSAP.
The HELP112 project in the UK pilot focused on:
1. Testing the Emergency Location Service in Android with SMS transport of the location over
a range of handsets for UK callers in the UK to show improvement over network-provided
location
2. Using mobile data (HTTPS) instead of SMS to transport handset locations for UK callers –
using Google’s http format
3. Using SMS long number to use AML for roaming calls in UK (foreign SIM in the UK)
4. Using mobile data (HTTPS) instead of SMS to transport handset locations for roaming
users.
To receive location information through HTTPS, BT have implemented a web application that
receives the HTTPS messages, reformats them to match the interface for AML SMS messages and
then forward them onto the existing AML reception system.
The phone connects to BT’s external-facing server directly, sending an HTTP POST to the AML
HTTP process. It could connect directly to the existing national AML Server, but it is more
convenient to make it forward the reformatted message to the AML Reception process first. This
provides a single point of contact on an externally facing server that can report on all AML
messages of both types. Figure 7 shows the transmission of location information through SMS or
HTTPS in the UK and Figure 8 shows the high level architecture in existing live UK implementation.
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SMS
Gateway

Organisations contracted to PSAP

HTTP (Internal Format)

HTTPS
(Google Format)

AMLHTTP

HTTP (Internal Format)

AML
Reception

HTTP (Internal Format)

AML Server
Under UK PSAP responsibility

Figure 7 Transmission of location information through SMS or HTTPS in the UK

Figure 8 High level architecture in existing live UK implementation
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BT, national PSAP
Android
HTC, Samsung, Sony
BT/EE, Vodafone, O2, Three

Table 6 UK pilot information

3.2 RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS
This section summarises the results achieved and the conclusions from the HELP112 pilots.

3.2.1 Benefits of handset based location
Handset based location combines GNSS and Wi-Fi based location30:


GNSS is useful in outdoor environments



Wi-Fi is useful in indoor environments and in urban outdoor environments where GNSS
signals may be affected by the urban landscape

The pilot results show the handset estimated GNSS and Wi-Fi positioning brings
improved accuracy to the estimation of the caller location. The added value of GNSS
compared to Cell-ID is undeniable concerning precision/accuracy. Cell-ID fails to provide
results near the precision levels expected by PSAPs. Cell-ID provides a 2km radius on average and
is often a 10km or more radius31. It is estimated that nearly 300,000 emergency callers suffer from
a delay of at least 30 minutes due to the lack of a precise caller location information32.
The benefits of handset based location become clearer when examining the average radius of the
estimated location for each positioning method (Table 7).

30

It should be noted that both positioning methods depend on the provision of this service from MNOs, OS providers
or handset & GNSS chipset manufacturers. GNSS positioning depends on the provision of assisted data to speed
up the acquisition of GNSS signals and Wi-Fi depends on location servers which provide the handsets with the
geographical location of the Wi-Fi access points.
31

Estimation based on data from several countries in Europe, including UK and Lithuania

32

PTOLEMUS estimates based on data from COCOM 16-01 and EENA
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Average radius
Country

Cell-ID

GNSS

Wi-Fi

Austria

1,550 m

6m

20 m

Italy

1,377 m

28 m

24 m

Lithuania

5,506 m

21 m

35 m

United Kingdom

1,983 m

14 m

24 m

Table 7 Average radius of the estimated location during the field trials33
Tests were done in rural areas, where GNSS has greater availability than Wi-Fi due to open sky
and fewer Wi-Fi access points, and show that the GNSS location is even more precise. As a
conclusion, when location estimates from handset and Cell-ID based locations are available at the
call-taker level:
•

Handset based location (GNSS or Wi-Fi) is preferred from the network based
location (Cell-ID). A validation of the handset based location with the network based
location34 is suggested.

•

GNSS location estimates can be considered more reliable from Wi-Fi location
estimates.

•

Wi-Fi location estimates are still preferred from Cell-ID location estimates but
should be cross-referenced with the Cell-ID location.

GNSS is the most favourable positioning method regarding availability, accuracy
and reliability.


87% of locations presented to the PSAPs in a live environment were within
50 metres accuracy (based on data from the UK pilot).



The search area is reduced on average by 460 000 times in more than 70%
of the cases and in most cases, the caller is located with pinpoint accuracy (based on
pilot results in Lithuania for rural environment).

33

Cell-ID is received from MNOs and/or AML

34

If available in the PSAP (some PSAPs do easily have access to Cell-ID location).
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3.2.1.1 Accuracy of the confidence radius
The HELP112 requirements introduced requirement ACCU_006 “The accuracy of location estimate

should always be less than its precision, i.e. the actual position should always be within the radius
defined by the precision criterion.” This requirement was introduced to overcome the technical
challenges encountered when in need to measure the actual position (ground truth) and compare
it to the location estimation by the handset to calculate the accuracy35.
The pilot results indicated that this was not always the case and in some situations, the actual
position was outside the precision or confidence radius. Since there are cases the accuracy was
greater than the confidence radius, a new metric was introduced that assesses the accuracy of the
calculation. The new metric calculated the actual location against the sum of the precision radius
of the location estimation and 50 metres, which remains consistent with the substantial
improvement PSAPs were seeking, and other requirements such as the FCC’s, as explained in
section 4.3 of D1.1.
In both the pilots in Lithuania and the UK, the results show that despite the good precision due to
the small confidence radius, actual locations were sometimes outside the confidence radius.
However, when assessing if the estimated location is within the confidence radius extended by 50
metres, the location estimates are within the extended GNSS/WiFi based confidence radius. Cell-ID
location in the UK is always within the confidence radius and in Lithuania, it is 83% of the times.
Considering that the confidence radius provided by Cell-ID is outstandingly bigger than the
confidence radius provided by GNSS and Wi-Fi positioning, even when extended by 50m, it is
proved that the GNSS/Wi-Fi based accuracy provides a significant improvement over
the current accuracy by Cell-ID.
The confidence radius estimation method for a given positioning method relies on its provider,
which could be either the location API of the OS or directly by the chipset. The methods used by
each OS provider and chipset manufacturer to compute the confidence radius remain unknown
and could differ between providers. Therefore, the call-taker shall treat the confidence radius with
caution.
When using the handset based location, the call-taker should consider:
•

the positioning method used – overall GNSS precision is better than Wi-Fi
precision

•

the confidence radius should be carefully managed, in the same way as other
location information provided by networks, or verbally by callers, because sometimes the
actual location may not be within the estimated confidence radius.

3.2.1.2 Response time of handset based location
Although GNSS positioning should be preferred, Wi-Fi and Cell-ID location methods remain
necessary since the required time to acquire GNSS satellites’ signals can still be higher than the
35

See HELP112 D1.1 Requirements Document, section 4.1.1, p. 13
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AML 20 – 30 seconds timeout in a few cases36, e.g. disrupted user environments such as urban
canyon, deep forest coverage, or light indoor. However, figures from Austria, Italy and the UK
show that PSPAs receive most of the GNSS location messages within 30 seconds. Table 8
shows how the response time differs between the pilots and the positioning method.
GNSS
Response Time Requirement
The response time (time between the
beginning of the call and the arrival of the
location data at the PSAP call-taker level) shall
be less than 30 seconds for any solution that
provides more accurate and precise caller
location and satisfies the precision and
accuracy requirements.

Wi-Fi

AT

IT

LT

UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

100%

100%

12%37

98%

100%

100%

6%38

100%

Table 8 Response time of different positioning methods during the field trials

Except for the pilot in Lithuania that provided delayed transmission of the location SMS
due to technical issues being resolved, the handset based location can be calculated
and transmitted to a PSAP within 30 seconds, which is an acceptable period,
taking into account the benefits of improved accuracy. Existing solutions of Cell-ID
location estimation are faster in some countries, but the accuracy is significantly lower
than the handset based location, and in some countries, Cell-ID location takes a lot longer
than 30 seconds.

3.2.2 Galileo added value
To demonstrate the added value of Galileo in the location estimation, two pilot sites (UK and
Lithuania) used the BQ Aquaris X5 plus handset, the first phone on the market integrating a
Galileo enabled GNSS engine.
Unfortunately, the pilot phase of the project took place in a timeframe where the Galileo
constellation was not fully operational yet. Therefore, it was difficult to get enough Galileo

36

The response time may be affected in cases when a data connection is not available on the handset and hence it
is not possible to receive GNSS assisted data or access the Wi-Fi access point location servers.
37

Results from Lithuania did not meet in most cases the 30 seconds limit due to a latency issue in the reception of
the location SMS, which is not related to the positioning method.
38

Results from Lithuania did not meet in most cases the 30 seconds limit due to a latency issue in the reception of
the location SMS, which is not related to the positioning method.
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satellites in view during the test calls when compared to the number of satellites in view from the
other constellations processed by the phone’s GNSS engine (mainly GPS and Glonass satellites).
Furthermore, the handset GNSS engine was using predictive orbits for all the constellations except
for Galileo to accelerate the GNSS signal acquisition. Therefore, the use of Galileo satellites in the
location estimation process using this phone was almost impossible in the context of the HELP112
tests within the 20 seconds time limit.
As a result, even if Galileo satellites were tracked by the GNSS engine in some cases, none of
them were used in the location estimate sent by the handset to the PSAPs during the test calls
performed by the two pilots.
To cope with this situation, specific tests are undertaken to assess Galileo performances, using
GNSS chipsets, representative of the ones used in smartphones. Specifically, combination of GPS
and Galileo will be evaluated, in order to show the improvement brought by Galileo as a second
constellation to GPS.

3.2.3 Impact of the handset GNSS performance capabilities on location
accuracy
The pilots’ results show a dispersion of the performances between the different phones used for
the tests, especially when we compare:


Last generation devices to older devices



High-end to low-end devices

The performances of GNSS chipsets related to accuracy and TTFF are better in the latest
generation phones than in older ones from the same model range. The more recent chipsets:


are equipped with the latest GNSS features available on the market, e.g. use of multiple
GNSS constellations (up to the four available GNSS constellations – GPS, GLONASS,
Beidou, and Galileo) to get better TTFF, accuracy, and better availability in environments
with decreased GNSS performance such as urban canyons.



use GNSS assistance data for one (GPS) or several of constellations to accelerate the
GNSS signal acquisition process and get a better TTFF.

High-end handsets benefit from the best features available in terms of GNSS location process,
while low-end handsets are equipped with basic GNSS features (e.g.: GPS only, and/or no
assistance data available).
Besides even if a phone is equipped with a chipset that offers all latest GNSS features available on
the market, the handset manufacturer plays an important role in permitting the use of these
features, specifically use of GNSS, Wi-Fi and sending of SMS, during an emergency call.
The variety and differences in the handsets used in pilots, in terms of their generation
and positioning in the low – high end range, is the reason why the results are so
heterogeneous among the pilots. It also has a direct impact on the results of the Italian pilot
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that are not as good as expected in terms of precision and accuracy when compared to the UK or
Lithuanian pilots’ results. Indeed, in Italy, the two phones (Samsung S5 SM-G903F and LG G3 S)
that have been tested are from low/middle range and the LG phone (which comes with the worst
results) is available on the market for more than two years.
These observations show there is room for improvement in the integration of the last
GNSS features (both at chipsets and handset’s firmware level) into all the new
smartphones sold in the EU, even low-end phones. A homogeneous integration would
increase the overall precision/accuracy performances drastically.

Although the estimated location accuracy depends on the handset’s location accuracy
capabilities based on its technical specification and chipsets used, the estimated accuracy
is expected to improve over time as the handset capabilities evolve. Hence, the
location information received by PSAPs will continuously improve and become
more precise and accurate over time.

3.2.4 Availability of AML in smartphones
Initially, the deployment of AML in the UK in 2014 was possible with the support of handset
manufacturers by implementing AML in the handset’s software. In 2016, Android developed the
Emergency Location Service in Android (ELS) based on the AML specification. The ELS in Android
in part of “Google Play Services”, which is updated over the air, i.e. without the user having to
download an app or a software update. In June 2016, Google updated 99% of the Android
phones already in use in the world with ELS39. ELS is not activated by default, but it is
enabled only in the countries where emergency services can receive location estimations via the
SMS message or HTTPS. EENA has published a FAQ document explaining the benefits of ELS and
the steps to deploy ELS40.
The availability of ELS in Android handsets increased the benefit of AML due to making
the service available in more handsets. Providing this service at the OS software layer
resulted in the need to involve fewer parties to achieve a wide availability of AML
because there are less OS providers than handset manufacturers.

3.2.4.1 Support by handset manufacturers
However, the collaboration with handset manufacturers is still important. During the
pilot, it was observed that some devices do not allow sending an SMS during an
emergency call. This issue was brought to the attention of the Android team. The Android

39

Read the press release: https://blog.google/topics/google-europe/helping-emergency-services-find-you/ (retrieved
05-01-2017)
40

EENA’s work on AML, http://www.eena.org/pages/aml
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team was already considering including a test within its Compatibility Test Suite for
handset providers to ensure SMS could be sent during an emergency call.
Similarly, other handsets did not allow GNSS use during emergency calls, approximately
30% of live emergency calls in the UK. The Android Compatibility Definition Document
published on 14 October 2016 makes support for allowing GNSS location
determination by the handset during an emergency call “strongly preferred” for the
“(N)ougat” version of the Android OS, with a note that it will become Mandatory for the “O”
version of Android OS. Therefore, this issue is expected to gradually improve.
Even with this restriction, in some cases, the handsets could calculate a Wi-Fi based location
instead, still providing an improvement over current network location methods.
Despite many attempts from the consortium to include Apple in this project, or at least establish
communication, their willingness to implement HELP112 software remains to be seen. This means
that today, an additional 108 million smartphones cannot provide a similar level of
location accuracy to the emergency services.

 Today, AML is operational at 99% of Android phones
 However, 30% of Android-based smartphones (or 76 million phones in the EU)
did not allow the use of GNSS during an emergency call. This percentage is
expected to decrease with changes to Android handset compatibility rules.
 Support from other OS providers is still pending. Today, an additional 108
million smartphones cannot provide a similar level of location accuracy to
the emergency services.


A mandate on all handsets sold in the EU to enable the use of handset based
location using GNSS and Wi-Fi during emergency calls and transmit the
location by SMS or HTTPS can achieve greater availability of the results.

3.2.5 Benefits of the user plane NBL solution
During the HELP112 project, we also assessed the performance and benefit of a user plane
NBL solution. This solution retrieves the Radio Measurement Report (RMR) available on the
handset and sends it with the location data to a location calculator. The location calculator
leverages enhanced network based location methods and calculates the handset’s location based
on a pre-existing cell database of the MNO41. The HELP112 team conducted tests in Lithuania and
41

It was not possible to achieve an agreement with all MNOs to provide a database with cell location data to use the
location calculator service.
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the UK, with the support of Tele2 and EE network operators to assess the performances of the
User Plane Network Based Solution in terms of precision and accuracy.
The results proved that NBL solutions provide higher location accuracy compared to
Cell-ID positioning, replying to what is requested/mandated by the Authorities. More
specifically:


60% of the samples reached 50m in urban areas



96% of the samples reached 300m in suburban areas

While GNSS and Wi-Fi positioning provide the most accurate location estimates, there are
cases that these methods cannot calculate a location. The wider availability of NBL
solutions and its improved accuracy over Cell-ID positioning can act as an
adequate safety net for the E112 calls when the handset returns no GNSS or
Wi-Fi location data.

3.3 PILOT RESULTS
Table 10 shows the distribution of positioning methods in the pilot tests and Table 9 provides an
overview of pilot results. The following sections summarise the results achieved and the
conclusions for each pilot.
Austria

Italy

Lithuania

UK

85

276

134

60

78 %42

56 %

63 %43

98 %

Location more precise
than network location from MNOs

Not available

90 %

80 %44

98 %

Average Network Location radius

Not available

560 m

5.5 km

2 km

6m

28 m

21 m

14 m

No of Test Calls

Location within 50m

Average Location radius
for GNSS positioning

42

Percentage is lower than UK due to a higher number of Cell-ID positions in the test sample of Austria

43

Percentage is lower than UK due to a higher number of Cell-ID positions in the test sample of Lithuania

44

Percentage is lower than UK due to a higher number of Cell-ID positions in the test sample of Lithuania
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Austria

Italy

Lithuania

UK

Average Location radius
for Wi-Fi positioning

20 m

24 m

35 m

24 m

Average Location radius
for Cell-ID positioning

1551 m

1377 m

1150 m

1200 km

Average arrival time
(from call start)

16 s

15 s

1 min 32 sec45

19 s

Arrival of message within
20s of call start

93 %

71 %

3 %46

80 %

Table 9 Overview of field trial results

Austria

Italy

Lithuania

UK

GNSS

61 %

43 %

50 %

73 %

Wi-Fi47

22 %

39 %

27 %

23 %

Cell-ID

9%

16 %

4%

2%

No Location

7%

2%

19 %48

2%

Table 10 Distribution of positioning methods during the field trials

45

The pilot in Lithuania experienced an issue with a long response time in the receipt of the SMS. This was
attributed to the configuration of the SMPP link. It is recommended that PSAPs who intend to implement AML by
SMS use SMPP SMS links in “transceiver” mode instead of “sender” or “receiver” mode. This will allow to speed up
SMS reception.
46

The pilot in Lithuania experienced an issue with a long response time in the receipt of the SMS. This was
attributed to the configuration of the SMPP link. It is recommended that PSAPs who intend to implement AML by
SMS use SMPP SMS links in “transceiver” mode instead of “sender” or “receiver” mode. This will allow to speed up
SMS reception.
47

Wi-Fi locations were received in the tests during the field trials because the test scenarios included tests in indoor
locations and other environments with degraded GNNS performance. For a complete list of test scenarios, see
section 4.3. The different percentages of Wi-Fi positions between the pilots could be attributed to the different
distribution of handsets (different GNSS capabilities) and different distribution of user scenarios amongst the pilots.
48

Lithuania discovered that a high percentage of “No Location” messages included valid location information. While
the issue is being investigated, the PSAP software was modified to display “No Location” messages that include
valid coordinates.
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80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Austria

Italy
GNSS

Lithuania
Wi-Fi

Cell-ID

UK

No Location

Figure 9 Distribution of positioning methods during the field trials

3.3.1 Results from the pilot in Austria


The location is typically available within 20 seconds of the start of the call. Since the
average time for taking the call is 8 seconds and the call used some seconds in the
GSM/LTE environment before coming through, location data is available on average 8
seconds after starting the verbal inquiry.



The results of GNSS and Wi-Fi positioning are very accurate and NNÖ staff quote that they
have never seen before such accurate location information in such a short response time.



Emergency crews are surprised with the accurate locations, which are uncommon for
off-road and other outdoor incidents.



There are no reported cases with problems regarding “wrong” positions or significant
inaccuracies, while this happens regularly with network based location.



The location data is now used in the “live” environment by the emergency dispatch staff
and is integrated with the operational workflow.



After going live and receiving location information with accuracy and a fast response time
that were never seen before, NNÖ implemented a platform in a separate project, to be able
to distribute the location datasets to other PSAPs in Austria.

Currently in Austria, 112 voice calls end up at mostly small local (district level) police PSAPs
(Federal ministry of the interior). In eight of nine Austrian federal states, the Police has no CAD
system yet, although a tender is ongoing. Only the federal state of Vienna has a central PSAP with
a CAD system. At present, there would be no benefit out of AML position datasets, since a CAD is
needed to match the incoming voice calls with the position dataset. 112 is not AML compliant in
Austria yet. Since the ELS in Android requires one location transmission destination per country,
which does not impose any limitations in the location information administration, NNÖ has
implemented the platform described in section 3.1.1 to be able to share all received positions in a
secure way. This platform is currently considered as the national location server.
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While in the future, a different national location platform may be implemented to serve more
emergency services and numbers, it would have been negligent to have accurate location data for
one emergency service and not being able to share it with the locally responsible PSAPs.
Integration of additional PSAPs, serving other emergency numbers in other federal states is
ongoing; 144 EMS, 122 FIRE, 140 MOUNTAIN RESCUE, 128 GAS LEAK. In the context of HELP112,
Austria is an example of how a caller location information can begin from a regional or emergency
number implementation and grow to a national solution covering all emergency services and
numbers.
No of Test Calls
Location within 50m

85
78 %

Location more precise
than network location from MNOs

n/a

Average Network Location radius

n/a

Average Location radius
for GNSS positioning

6m

Average Location radius
for Wi-Fi positioning

20 m

Average Location radius
for Cell-ID positioning

1551 m

Average arrival time
(from call start)

16 s

Arrival of message within 20s of call start

93 %

Table 11 Overview of results from the field trials in Austria

Positioning
Method

Percentage
of calls

GNSS

61 %

Wi-Fi

22 %

Cell-ID

9%

No Location

7%

Table 12 Distribution of positioning methods during the field trials in Austria
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3.3.1.1 Deployment of the solution to other regions
After the first tests had shown fast, reliable and accurate results, it became apparent that other
PSAPs covering other regions should be able to benefit from the location information. The
deployed infrastructure using the Emergency Location Service in Android can support caller
location on a national level. By setting up this infrastructure, NNÖ became the first Austrian federal
state to receive handset based location information. In the context of a separate project, NNÖ
implemented a platform to be able to distribute the location datasets in a secure way to other
PSAPs. Figure 2shows the distribution of the location information from the platform implemented
by NNÖ to other PSAPs in Austria, thanks to the HELP112 project and the implementation carried
out by NNÖ.

Figure 10 Distribution of location information to PSAPs in Austria

3.3.2 Results from the pilot in Italy

No of Test Calls

276

Location within 50m

56 %

Location more precise
than network location from MNOs

90 %

Average Network Location radius

560 m

Average Location radius
for GNSS positioning

28 m

Average Location radius
for Wi-Fi positioning

24 m

Average Location radius

1377 m
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for Cell-ID positioning
Average arrival time
(from call start)

15 s

Arrival of message within 20s of call start

71 %

Table 13 Overview of results from the field trials in Italy

Positioning
Method

Percentage
of calls

GNSS

43 %

Wi-Fi

39 %

Cell-ID

16 %

No Location

2%

Table 14 Distribution of positioning methods during the field trials in Italy

3.3.2.1 Comparison of location information from AML and the App
AREU is experimenting with calls made by a phone with the “Where Are U” app installed. Placing
the emergency call passing through the app results in a second transmission of the location data
by the phone: one by each of the services available.
The results in term of positioning are usually the same if the call is made when a
location method (GNSS or Wi-Fi) is switched on in the phone. The difference is that
AML is working also when none of these methods are enabled because AML itself forces
their usage.
Data from the app usage in Italy show that during 2016 less than 1% of the emergency
calls originating from a mobile device were performed using the app, resulting in the
PSAP receiving handset based location information from an app in less than 1% of the calls. The
approach of AML to embed the triggering of the location estimation in the software of
the handset proves significantly more efficient in reaching a higher percentage of
emergency callers from mobile phones49.

3.3.3 Results from the pilot in Lithuania


Using handset based location information has made a very significant improvement to the
location data being provided to 112ERC

49

See section 3.2.4 for more details on the estimated number of mobile phones that AML can currently achieve.
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Testing showed that in about 80% of cases handset based location information vastly
improves the location obtained from the network provider and enables the emergency
services to pinpoint the caller’s position, in both indoor and outdoor locations.



The tests results showed 50% of calls resulting in a GNSS based location and 27% with a
Wi-Fi-based location, reducing the search area from a circle with radius 1-10 km to a radius
of less than 100 meters in 61,70% of cases.



GNSS based locations are the most precise, accurate and reliable and are available from a
wide range of handsets, but not yet all during an emergency call.



Wi-Fi based locations also provide considerable accuracy improvements over network
based solutions, and help when GNSS is not readily available (e.g. indoors), though they
need clear guidelines on use to avoid limitations.

No of Test Calls

134

Location within 50m

63 %

Location more precise
than network location from MNOs

80 %

Average Network Location radius

5.5 km

Average Location radius
for GNSS positioning

21 m

Average Location radius
for Wi-Fi positioning

35 m

Average Location radius
for Cell-ID positioning

1150 m

Average arrival time
(from call start)
Arrival of message within 20s of call start

1 min 32 sec50
3 %51

Table 15 Overview of results from the field trials in Lithuania

50

The pilot in Lithuania experienced an issue with a long response time in the receipt of the SMS. This was
attributed to the configuration of the SMPP link. It is recommended that PSAPs who intend to implement AML by
SMS use SMPP SMS links in “transceiver” mode instead of “sender” or “receiver” mode. This will allow to speed up
SMS reception.
51

The pilot in Lithuania experienced an issue with a long response time in the receipt of the SMS. This was
attributed to the configuration of the SMPP link. It is recommended that PSAPs who intend to implement AML by
SMS use SMPP SMS links in “transceiver” mode instead of “sender” or “receiver” mode. This will allow to speed up
SMS reception.
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Percentage
of calls

GNSS

50%

Wi-Fi

27%
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4%

No Location
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Table 16 Distribution of positioning methods during the field trials in Lithuania

3.3.4 Results from the pilot in the UK


Caller location from AML is very reliable, precise and accurate using either GNSS or Wi-Fi.



GNSS results were achieved in nearly all outside locations (73% of calls).



The search area is reduced from an average 12 km2 to around 0.004 km2, and in all cases
where an AML location is obtained (98%) it is more accurate than the Network Location.



The location is usually available at the PSAP within 20 seconds of the start of the voice call,
and the caller can almost always be located using handset location information whether
indoors or outside.



The implementation of AML in Android handsets, known as the Emergency Location Service
in Android, has led to a massive increase in availability of handset derived GNSS and Wi-Fi
locations in the UK.



Higher-end handsets provide better GNSS locations.

No of Test Calls

60

Location within 50m

98 %

Location more precise
than network location from MNOs

98 %

Average Network Location radius

2 km

Average Location radius
for GNSS positioning

14 m

Average Location radius
for Wi-Fi positioning

24 m

Average Location radius
for Cell-ID positioning

1200 km
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19 s
80 %

Table 17 Overview of results from the field trials in the UK

Positioning
Method

Percentage
of calls

GNSS

73%

Wi-Fi

23%

Cell-ID

2%

No Location

2%

Table 18 Distribution of positioning methods during the field trials in the UK pilot

3.3.4.1 Roaming tests
Regarding roaming tests, the possibility of using a long number to route the location information
was explored. Using the existing Emergency Location Service in Android, it is possible to send a
message from a phone in the UK with a foreign SIM to the UK AML destination using a “long
number”: a full length number including country code, e.g. +4472738360, which although it looks
like a normal mobile phone number is a virtual mobile number as it doesn’t terminate on a mobile
phone. This avoids the issue of the foreign SIM’s home SMSC not being able to route the normal
999 code for AML messages back to the UK AML destination.
For the AML messages: an SMS message arrives along with the MSISDN telephone number. This is
usually in the format “447xxxxxxxxx”. The system strips off leading zeros and leading 44 before
putting the “7xxxxxxxxx” number into the BT Stage 1 PSAP database queried by the emergency
authorities. If the AML message is from a foreign roamer its associated MSISDN will have the form
“CC7xxxxxxxxx” and the country code will be left on as it goes to the BT PSAP database.
During the tests, there was a charge for the callers for each of the messages that were sent.
However, AML messages could easily be made free to the user, in cooperation with the MNOs, by
making the AML endpoint a zero-rated number.

3.4 RESULTS FROM THE LIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
This section describes the results from the live implementations of AML as a result of the
implementations in the context of HELP112.
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3.4.1 Live implementation results from Austria
NNÖ received 167,962 location messages between 15 October 2016 and 31 December 2016. Table
19 show the accuracy of each positioning method during the above period. While in a few cases
GNSS and Wi-Fi positioning, provide radii larger than 50 metres, the average radius is below
50 metres for GNSS and Wi-Fi positioning. Table 20 displays the distribution of the
positioning methods from the live implementation. The increased percentage of Wi-Fi locations is
envisaged to occur because a lot of the outdoor areas in the region have available Wi-Fi networks
and due to most people being indoors because of the winter weather. Examining the distribution
of this data with the variation weather conditions during a full year will help validate the accuracy
of the previous explanations. Table 21 shows the distribution of the transmission methods in the
live implementation. Most messages are transmitted by both SMS and HTTPS, while it is reported
that approximately 64.5% of HTTPS only messages do not contain the MSISDN52.
Position method

Min Radius (m)

Max Radius (m)

Average Radius (m)

GNSS

3

16,897

35

Wi-Fi

10

86,022

29

Cell-ID

100

5000

1791

Unknown Method

4

3100

96

Table 19 Accuracy of positioning methods used in live implementation in Austria

Position method

Percentage of
Total

GNSS

24 %

Wi-Fi

71 %

Cell-ID

3%

Unknown Method

2%

Table 20 Distribution of positioning methods used in live implementation in Austria

52

See section 6.2.2.1 for more information
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Unknown Method

Figure 11 Distribution of positioning methods used in live implementation in Austria

Transmission
Method

Percentage of
Total

HTTPS & SMS

76 %

SMS Only

15 %

HTTPS Only

9%

Table 21 Distribution of transmission methods used in live implementation in Austria

HTTPS & SMS

SMS Only

HTTPS Only

Figure 12 Distribution of transmission methods used in live implementation in Austria
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3.4.1.1 Examples of real incidents
The improvement in the accuracy of the caller location helped response teams to offer more
effective response in several real-life cases. Figure 13 illustrates the large difference of the
radii produced by the NBL from the MNO and AML, in a real-life mountain bike accident, in a thick
forest area in Austria. In another real-life accident involving a cardiac arrest during a hike off road
and in snow conditions, instructions for CPR were given by phone and aiders didn’t need to leave
the patient to direct EMS to the place of the accident.

Figure 13 Comparison of NBL from the MNO and the AML radii in a real-life mountain
bike accident in a thick forest area in Austria

3.4.2 Live implementation results from Lithuania
Lithuania deployed the solution during November 2016, gradually deploying the service to all
Android handsets, as indicate in Table 22. Between November 2016 and January 2017, 112ERC
received 137,244 location messages.
Date period

% of Android
handsets activated

2 – 8 Nov 2016

5%

8 – 14 Nov 2016

20 %

15 – 22 Nov 2016

50 %

22 – 28 Nov 2016

85 %
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Table 22 Live deployment of ELS in Lithuania
Table 23 shows that 62% of the estimates included a radius less than 100 metres, while
31% of the estimates included a radius less than 20 metres. 112ERC examined the received data
sets with no location information and identified that 5,181 data sets contained valid location
coordinates. 112ERC’s PSAP software was adjusted accordingly to display to the call taker “No
location” messages that contain valid coordinates. This is expected to increase the number of
estimates with a radius less than 100 metres.
Table 24 displays the distribution of the positioning methods from the live implementation. The
increased percentage of Wi-Fi locations is envisaged to occur for the same reason as in Austria
(due to most people being indoors because of the winter weather), but it can also be attributed to
the different capabilities of handsets and lastly, the issue with the “No Location” messages that
included valid locations.
Approximately 80% of handset location information is received between 40 and 80 seconds since
call was answered. This issue is being resolved with MNOs by reconfiguring the SMPP connections
to “transceiver” mode.
Radius

Percentage of Total

Less than 20 m

31 %

Less than 100 m

62 %

Between 100 and 1000 m

6%

Larger than 1000 m

8%

No location

24 %

Table 23 Location radius in the live implementation in Lithuania

Position method

Percentage of Total

GNSS

18 %

Wi-Fi

46 %

Cell-ID

6%

No Location

30 %
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Table 24 Distribution of positioning methods used in live implementation in Lithuania

GNSS

Wi-Fi

Cell-ID

No Location

Figure 14 Distribution of positioning methods used in live implementation in Lithuania

3.4.2.1 Examples of real incidents
On 10 January 2017, an emergency call was received by the Klaipeda Public Safety Answering
Point in Lithuania. The caller, a 7-year old boy, reported he had found his father unconscious or
dead, probably struck by electricity. He did not know his address or the telephone number of any
of his relatives, and Cell-ID location information received by the emergency services had a
radius of 14 km.
Fortunately, the operator received a GNSS location via Emergency Location Service in
Android (Advanced Mobile Location), with a radius of 6 meters. The police and ambulance
services were dispatched to the location. The emergency responders provided acute medical care
to the man who had likely been struck by an epileptic seizure. Figure 15 illustrates the difference
in radius between the Network Location and the handset based location.

Figure 15 Comparison of NBL from the MNO and the handset based location radii in a
real-life emergency in Lithuania
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3.4.3 Live implementation results from the UK
The weekly figures from BT indicate 94,564 AML messages received.
Table 25 shows that 81% of the estimates included a radius less than 100 metres, while
only 51% of the estimates included a radius less than 20 metres. Table 26 displays the distribution
of the positioning methods from the live implementation. The distribution shows a similar pattern
with the other countries and includes a larger number of Wi-Fi locations. In the UK,
approximately 89% of the positions are accepted after comparison with the network
location provided by the MNOs.

Radius

Percentage of Total

Less than 20 m

52 %

Less than 100 m

81 %

Between 100 and 1000 m

4%

Larger than 1000 m

2%

No location

13%

Table 25 Location radius in the live implementation in the UK

Position method

Percentage of Total

GNSS

37 %

Wi-Fi

42 %

Cell-ID

7%

No Location

13%

Table 26 Distribution of positioning methods used in live implementation in the UK
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No Location

Figure 16 Distribution of positioning methods used in live implementation in the UK

3.4.3.1 Examples of real incidents
Similarly to the other countries, the real-life stories of AML in the UK are many due to the longer
operation of AML. Some examples:


Stabbing victim unable to provide location verbally
Person who had been stabbed near a community centre in Neath but did not know their
exact location: AML allowed location of the person immediately and plotted the caller on a
map to a distance of 5 metres.



Suicidal caller who would not provide a location
”The caller states that she is going to throw herself in front of the next train that comes
along and refuses to give her location. Call taker uses initiative and identifies a station near
the AML location. Call taker uses this as the location, passing to despatchers in just over a
minute. The police are on scene in 7 minutes locating the caller”



Caller with learning difficulties/mental disabilities who could not provide location
”Vulnerable male with severe learning difficulty who had been robbed… call taker tried
numerous times and ways to get a location, nothing forthcoming…then used lat/long and
found the victim. It was later established that he had also been sexually assaulted for over
a year by the suspect. Don’t know how would have been found without lat/long”



Caller being attacked in a London park: did not know which park



Car crash with caller not knowing exactly where they were on London ring road



Domestic violence incident where caller was unable to pass location
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3.5 EU PSAP IMPLEMENTATION & INTEREST FROM OTHER COUNTRIES53
All participating HELP112 countries have decided to maintain the HELP112 deployment after the
project. Currently, 4 EU member states have deployed AML: UK, Estonia, Lithuania & Austria
(partly), accounting for 245 PSAPs in total receiving location messages. In Italy, the HELP112
deployment is available only in the PSAPs that have implemented the 112 reform, i.e. today
Lombardy and Rome. AML is currently deployed in 5 EU member states (Austria, Estonia, Italy,
Lithuania, UK), which accounts for 178 additional PSAPs. Currently, 4446 PSAPs in other countries
(including, Italy and Austria where AML is not tested/deployed everywhere) have not yet
implemented the HELP112 deployment or a handset based location method, like AML.
Additionally, other countries worldwide have shown interest in the HELP112 deployments, such as
Norway, Iceland and New Zealand, with the latter two having deployed the service.

53

The estimated numbers of PSAPs reported in this section are based on the information provided by emergency
services for the EENA “Public Safety Answering Points” report
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Part of the comprehensive analysis that the HELP112 project performed focussed on:


clearly defining the requirements of emergency services in relation to determining accurate
and reliable caller location in the shortest possible time



gathering and analysing their operational needs for “precision”, “accuracy” and “reliability”



and formulating a set of user scenarios that will lead the implementation and evaluation of
the architecture in the suggested pilots.

The requirements engineering process that was followed first identified all stakeholders of a caller
location solution and then involved them in the elicitation process, including those not directly
participating in the consortium, by an online survey, interviews and documentation analysis54. The
stakeholders identified are:


Emergency Caller



Emergency services staff responding to emergency calls



National Regulatory Authorities



European Commission & the GSA



Mobile Network Operators



Handset Manufacturers & OS providers

4.2 HELP112 REQUIREMENTS
The requirements resulting from the elicitation process were the first documented in D1.1.
requirements document and have been the driver for the architectures of the designed solutions.
Requirements have been split into categories and each category is described in a narrative
summary, followed by a table listing of requirement titles and ids. Requirement ids are in the form:
XXXX_NNN
where
XXXX is a four character abbreviation identifying the requirement category and
NNN is a three-digit number identifying the requirements in each category
54

For a detailed description of all requirements and the elicitation process that was followed, see HELP112 D1.1
Requirements Document
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The category’s four character abbreviations are:
ACCU for accuracy and reliability requirements
RESP for response time requirements
PRES for presentation of the caller location in the PSAP
PRIV for privacy requirements
ACCE for requirements regarding the acceptance of the solution
SECU for security requirements
LOCA for requirements relating to the use of different positioning methods
BATT for requirements regarding the battery life of the handset
CHAR for requirements regarding the charges that a caller may occur
TRAN for data transmission requirements
ROAM for roaming caller’s requirements
AML for AML specific requirements
The requirements list is not provided in this section to avoid repetition with Annex A:
Accuracy & Response time Requirements compliancy tables and Annex B: Requirements
compliancy tables, which list all requirements and indicate the compliance of the pilot results with
each one.

The highest-level requirement for HELP112 is “to determine accurate and reliable
caller location in the shortest possible time”.

4.3 USER SCENARIOS
In addition to the requirements, the following user scenarios were defined as a set of conditions
that can lead the design, implementation and evaluation of the HELP112 solution. Based on the
three condition types presented in the ECC report 22555 to define user scenarios (Location types,
Density of dwellings, and Sky visibility), the HELP112 team defined the following list of User
Scenarios, which describe the environments of the tests that have been performed as part of the
pilots. These User Scenarios are the most relevant ones to assess the performances of the
implementations in each pilot.

55

ECC Report 225, “Establishing Criteria for the Accuracy and Reliability of the Caller Location Information in
support
of
Emergency
Services”,
21
October
2014,
section
7.6.7,
Table
5,
p.
57,
http://www.erodocdb.dk/Docs/doc98/official/pdf/ECCREP225.PDF
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User scenario description
Rural countryside with GNSS/A-GNSS available but no Wi-Fi available.
An outside location far away from buildings or constructions that could block GNSS.

SCEN_002

Rural building with all location methods available.
An outside location out of town and over 3 meters away from buildings that could block GNSS, but
where Wi-Fi signals are present. For example, in a village within Wi-Fi range of house with a Wi-Fi
router.

SCEN_003

Rural car with GNSS/A-GNSS available but no Wi-Fi available.
A location in the open countryside and inside a parked car far away from buildings or constructions that
could block GNSS.

SCEN_004

Urban with GNSS/A-GNSS available but disrupted and Wi-Fi available.
An outside location in a town or city street where Wi-Fi signals are present and GNSS signals are
disrupted by buildings.

SCEN_005

Motorway or Dual carriageway with GNSS/A-GNSS available but no Wi-Fi available.
While driving different sides of a carriageway where GNSS signals are available.

SCEN_006

House location with all location methods available.
A location inside a house that has Wi-Fi and in a location that offers a partial satellite coverage.

SCEN_007

Office location with Wi-Fi available but no GNSS available.
A location inside an office, which itself is deep inside a building where GNSS signals cannot reach, but
Wi-Fi is present.

SCEN_008

Urban with mobile data disabled.
An outside location in a town or city street where the caller has deliberately disabled his handset data
connection.

SCEN_009

Abroad and urban with mobile data disabled.
An outside location in a town or city street not in the home country of the caller’s MNO. To avoid extra
charges, the caller has disabled his handset data connection.

SCEN_012

SIMless user.
A caller in a rural environment who makes an emergency call with a handset without SIM card. This user
scenario is limited to country/region where emergency call without SIM card is foreseen by legislation.

SCEN_013

Abroad and urban with mobile data enabled.
An outside location in a town or city street not in the home country of the caller’s MNO.
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User scenario description

SCEN_014

Rural countryside in a dense forest with GNSS/A-GNSS available but no Wi-Fi available.

(For Galileo
testing
only)

An outside location far away from buildings or constructions, but under a dense forest coverage that
might block GNSS signals.

SCEN_015

Rural countryside onto a mountain with GNSS/A-GNSS available but no Wi-Fi available and
bad network coverage.

(For Galileo
testing
only)

An outside location onto a mountain far away from buildings or constructions that might block GNSS
signals, in a location with bad network coverage.

Table 27 List of user scenarios

4.4 MEASURABLE FIT CRITERIA
Following the SMART criteria approach (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-bound),
attention was given to the measurable criterion. Every effort has been made to make requirements
measurable and be able to test whether the implemented solution has met the requirements.
Having measurable requirements ensures that their meaning is understood in the same way by the
end users, implementation and evaluation teams.
However, sometimes it was impossible or beyond the scope of this project to define fit
criteria, due to the lack of data that can support the definition of such measures, e.g.
requirements related to precision, accuracy, response time and reliability of the caller
location. In such cases, it was preferred to continue the aim to achieve measurable requirements
and hence, criteria emerging from empirical data and observation from the pilot
countries were suggested for precision, accuracy and reliability requirements.
It should be noted that following the lack of accuracy criteria in most countries, as also confirmed
in the ECC Report 25556, the HELP112 requirements were based on adopting a “best
efforts” approach. More specifically, the HELP112 Requirements Document states that “HELP112

sets its goal as the improvement of the current low levels of precision and accuracy
available to PSAPs, which meets the stated needs of the end users while taking into consideration
that the outcome of the report is contingent on the capabilities of various technologies”.
While the ultimate expectation of PSAPs is to receive the most accurate location in the shortest
time possible, end users understand the technological challenges involved, but believe that the
current accuracy received by Cell-ID is not satisfactory compared to what is technologically
possible. They acknowledge that the definition of a strict accuracy criterion may result in the
criterion not being satisfied in all cases, but also that current accuracy level received by Cell-ID can
be improved in most cases by another caller location solution. When end user in the HELP112
consortium were asked what would be a satisfactory accuracy/precision level of caller location for
emergency calls originating from mobile phones, pilot sites reported that a radius larger than

56

See HELP112 D1.1 Requirements Document, section 4.1.3, p. 14
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100 metres would not be satisfactory, while less than 100 metres would be an
improvement and less than 50 metres would be a noteworthy improvement57. The “best
efforts” approach adopted and the empirical and observational data used, also considered the
previous efforts in defining accuracy criteria and specifically, the FCC accuracy targets58, the
requirements described by the EENA members network59 and the criteria defined by the Coordination Group on Access to Location Information for Emergency Services (C.G.A.L.I.E.S)60.
Considering:


the requirements analysis,



the existing situation in the member states,



the lack of data for defining specific accuracy and precision requirements satisfaction
criteria,



the previous efforts in defining such criteria,



and the expectations of end users,

the main objective of the HELP112 project is to deliver a major improvement in the
precision, accuracy and reliability of caller location than the precision, accuracy and
reliability of locations estimated by Cell-ID.

It should be noted that:
 due to the lack of data that could aid the definition of specific measurable fit criteria
for

the

HELP112

precision,

accuracy,

reliability

and

response

time

requirements, these requirements adopt a “best efforts” approach that
describes the expectations of the pilot sites based on their empirical
observations
 the main objective of HELP112 is to deliver a major improvement in the
precision, accuracy and reliability of caller location estimated by Cell-ID.

57

See HELP112 D1.1 Requirements Document, section 4.1.3, p. 15
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ECC Report 225, “Establishing Criteria for the Accuracy and Reliability of the Caller Location Information in
support
of
Emergency
Services”,
21
October
2014,
section
7.8.1,
p.58,
http://www.erodocdb.dk/Docs/doc98/official/pdf/ECCREP225.PDF
59

EENA Operations Document, “Caller Location in Support of Emergency Services”, 19 November 2014, section
6.8, p. 21, http://www.eena.org/uploads/gallery/files/pdf/2014_11_21_EENA_2_2_2_v2%200_FINAL.pdf
60

Co-ordination Group on Access to Location Information for Emergency Services (C.G.A.L.I.E.S), “Report on
implementation issues related to access to location information by emergency services (E112)”, Final report, 19 Feb
2002, section 5.1, p.21, www.emtel.etsi.org/Workshop/Non.../Cgalies%20final%20V1.0%20Jan%20M.doc
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4.5 COMPLIANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS
Annex A: Accuracy & Response time Requirements compliancy tables and Annex B: Requirements
compliancy tables provide a detailed analysis of the compliance of the test results with the
HELP112 user requirements. The results may not always meet the accuracy and response time
requirements in 100% of the test cases, but the high-level requirement of providing a major
improvement to the Cell–ID has been satisfactorily achieved! As explained in section
3.2.1:


87% of the locations presented to the PSAPs in a live environment were within 50 metres
accuracy when average location accuracy estimated by Cell-ID is 2 km and in some
countries, it still takes minutes to be received.



90% of the locations were delivered within 30 seconds



The search area is reduced on average by 460 000 times in more than 70% of the cases
and in most cases, the caller is located with pinpoint accuracy61.

Specifically for the accuracy and response time requirements, it should be remarked that the
HELP112 requirements adopted a “best efforts” approach as explained in section 4.4. When
considering an ideal situation, pilot sites emphasised that the location information should be
as precise and accurate as possible and it should be the first priority of HELP112 to
achieve the best levels possible and improve the current situation with Cell-ID based
location information.
Overall, the field trials and live operation show that a handset based location, like AML,
satisfies all the high priority requirements defined in the context of HELP112 and most of
the requirements with secondary priority.

61

based on pilot results in Lithuania for rural environment
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5. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The HELP112 consortium performed a cost-benefit analysis of the implementation of the use of
caller location data to enhance emergency calls and aimed at evaluating the impact that various
network-based and handset-based location scenarios to estimate the caller location during an
emergency call can have on the European Union’s society and economy.
The consortium analyses the potential benefits and costs of the combinations of:
 7 alternative positioning technologies (using cellular networks but also Wi-Fi, satellite
positioning e.g. GPS and Galileo), together with
 5 different data transmission technologies (SMS, HTTPS, eCall, IMS, network
transmission).

5.1 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the cost-benefit analysis are to:
 Assess the costs & benefits for the key location and transmission technology scenarios
 Recommend the optimal scenario(s) for 112 caller location based on the results of
the cost-benefit analysis
 Provide a more detailed assessment of the costs linked to the implementation of
the selected technology scenario(s) as well as key operational and financial
recommendations.

5.2 ECONOMIC & SOCIAL BENEFITS
Improving the accuracy of caller location can save time during the emergency call chain of events,
which translates into cost savings and ultimately, saved lives. The present cost-benefit analysis
reveals that depending on the technology scenario and the implementation, economic and
social net benefits estimated between €55 and €100 billion could be generated over
the next 10 years. Furthermore, we estimated that at EU level, almost 800 lives could be
saved every year thanks to the improvement in emergency caller location solutions.
Depending on the existing infrastructure of the PSAPs, the cost of enabling handset-based
location by AML deployment nationwide should remain low - between €50,000 to
€300,000 per PSAP, depending on the existing infrastructure of the PSAP.
While a regulatory action to mandate eCall can generate around €1.6 billion in yearly net benefits,
mandating handset-based caller location would generate as much as 6 times more
yearly benefits.
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5.3 TECHNOLOGY RECOMMENDATIONS
Several technological choices can be used to maximise the benefits while keeping the costs,
constraints on emergency operators and the implementation-related risks at a minimum. We
recommend that:
 Member States prioritise handset-based caller location solutions using GNSS and
Wi-Fi locations over pure network-based solutions. They can significantly improve
most of the emergency situations while remaining far less capital intensive to implement.
 The solution should leverage the multi-constellation A-GNSS and Wi-Fi chipsets
present in most GNSS-enabled phones today. They enable a 32% increase in benefits
generated over a phone solely relying on single constellation A-GPS. We estimate that
leveraging Galileo-enabled chipsets within multi-constellation chipsets would further
increase the benefits generated (by around €1.3 billion over 10 years. In addition, if
Galileo-enabled chipsets were available in GNSS-enabled phones, Europe would
achieve technological independence and would not rely on GNSS constellations
from other regions of the world. The use of Galileo in emergency caller location will
result in an independent EU E112 solution, which will increase the benefit of Galileo and
underline its benefits in life saving situations.
 Over the next 5 years to 10 years, the transmission of the location to the PSAPs
should be conducted by SMS. SMS transmission is the most widely available
currently and does not create additional costs or constraints. Transmission over
HTTPS, or IMS/SIP if available, should be however considered in countries where the
technical constraints prevent the SMS channel to be easily leveraged.
 Over the next decade, AML could be upgraded to benefit from maturing innovations both
on the mobile location side and the transmission side, for instance by leveraging the data
channel and/or the IMS-SIP protocol.

5.4 REGULATORY RECOMMENDATIONS
The implementation of these technology scenarios involves many stakeholders at European level
including Member States with heterogeneous PSAPs models, generating significant hurdles.
Besides, in this context, cost bearers and beneficiaries are not the same stakeholders, which
makes a possible voluntary adoption less likely. To make next generation emergency caller
location solutions a reality, a regulation on the approval process of cellular phones in
the EU would mitigate critical risks linked to the implementation. We recommend that
European public authorities should accompany this change with simple measures:
 The European Commission should further assess the feasibility of mandating AML and
Galileo-enabled GNSS chipsets on all new GNSS-enabled phones sold in the EU. Also, the
EC could finance the creation of EU projects to facilitate the implementation and
coordination among stakeholders, generate awareness about the project and favour
knowledge sharing (similar to the I_HeERO projects for eCall).
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 Member States should financially support the initial, marginal costs required for PSAP
systems upgrades.
 PSAPs should develop the capabilities to receive AML SMSs and integrate the data to their
information systems. Also, they should train their call takers to work with enhanced caller
location solutions.
A mandate on all smartphones sold in the EU to enable the use of handset-based locations with
multi constellation GNSS and WiFi, and on PSAPs to receive the location could generate an
estimated €95 billions of economic and social net benefits over the next 10 years.
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6. FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Deployment recommendations
Given that handset based caller location in the User Plane solutions, like AML:


provide a satisfactory accuracy level that can contribute to achieve more effective
emergency responses with a short response time



provides a significant and noteworthy improvement over Cell-ID as described by end users
observing the results of the current live implementations



and it is cost effective and straight-forward to implement and deploy

the main recommendation is the deployment of handset based location solutions in the
User Plane to maximise the benefits of the higher accuracy, with low deployment costs. Due to the
relatively high complexity of implementing a user plane Network Based Location solution as a
safety net, an implementation of a handset based location solution, that uses GNSS and
Wi-Fi data to estimate the location, which is triggered by the handset software after
an emergency call is placed, and sends the location estimate by SMS or HTTPS, after a
set period of time is recommended. A solution like AML using either SMS or HTTPS as
transmission method shall be the first step.
The following sections describe the recommendations for deployment:
1. Considerations before implementation
2. Infrastructure upgrade
3. Solution configuration and test implementation before live deployment

6.1.1 Considerations before implementation
Updating the infrastructure to deploy a handset based location like AML is relatively simple and
cost effective. However, there are some factors to examine before the deployment, which depend
on the structure of emergency services and PSAPs in a country.
The implementation of the HELP112 solution assumes a central end point for receiving
messages with location information sent by SMS or HTTPS, because location messages
cannot be directly routed to the PSAPs appropriate to handle the emergency call. In HELP112, this
is assumed that it will be the case with any location estimation method on the handset’s software,
as it is technically challenging for the handset to determine the appropriate PSAP to send the data
to and additionally it may not be the appropriate technical design approach as it may be prone to
routing errors. The recommended architecture involves ensuring the availability of a central
location platform that receives location messages and defining the method that PSAPs can
receive data from the central location platform.
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Depending on the existing infrastructure and the PSAP structure within a given country, different
implementation approaches can be considered. When a central platform already exists in a
given country, the upgrade of the existing platform should be considered. Such a
platform may already exist to support the operation of a smartphone app or for receiving SMS
from deaf or hard of hearing. For instance, in Italy, the HELP112 functionality was integrated into
the infrastructure of the Where are U app. In countries without such infrastructure, the
implementation of a new platform is required. Assuming the existence of the central location
platform, the next implementation consideration is about providing the location information to the
PSAPs by a push or pull method62.
The following sections describe the details of the implementation based on the PSAP structure
organisation and give examples of how similar cases were handled in the HELP112 pilot
implementations.

6.1.1.1 Two stage PSAP structure
In cases of a two stage PSAP structure, the deployment becomes easier because of the centralised
nature of such structures. The Lithuanian, British and Italian pilots rely on a two-stage procedure
with a civilian call-taker in charge of gathering data, including the location and forwarding the call
to the appropriate authority. In such cases, the stage 1 PSAP is usually the central end
point for location messages and provides the location information to the stage 2
PSAPs.

6.1.1.2 One stage PSAP structure
In the countries where the PSAPs are regionalised and work autonomously, such cases Germany,
Spain, Italy or Austria, a different approach is needed. A central location platform for the
country is needed. Deployment can start in one region or PSAP and later allow other
regions or PSAPs to connect to the same platform. This is the case of Italy and Austria in
HELP112. The deployment started with one region (respectively Lombardy and Lower Austria)
before being extended to other regions connected to the same location platform.
More specifically, in the Austrian example, call to the 144 emergency number is directly handled by
emergency medical services and other authorities can be reached by another emergency number.
In the context of HELP112, the Emergency Location Service in Android was activated in Austria for
NNÖ in lower Austria. The extension of service to the other emergency services involves providing
access to the new location platform already deployed by NNÖ to other interested emergency
services.
Given the heterogeneous PSAP models among the EU Member States, PSAPs could have to
adapt the recommended E112 architecture to their particular case and/or their local

62

“Push” and “pull” methods define whether the PSAP receives or requests the caller location in the case of an
emergency call. The “push” method is used when the location information is sent from the central location platform
to the PSAP and the “pull” method when the caller location is requested by the PSAP.
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legislation, working together with MNOs, OS providers, handset manufacturers, and federal or
governmental authorities.

6.1.2 Infrastructure upgrade
The following sections describe the infrastructure upgrades needed.
1. Implement a new or upgrade an existing end point to receive the location message
2. Integrate the location information in the PSAP(s)

6.1.2.1 Implement a new or upgrade an existing end point to receive the
location message
Depending on what is available in each country and the challenges for deployment, the end point
can be:


a long63 or short phone number, if the country can receive SMS



or an IP address in the case of no SMS receipt capability

Considerations for selecting the end point:


SMS to a short or long number is recommended when the country is already able to
receive emergency SMS64. SMS is preferred because it does not depend on a data
connection being available on the handset and it is also easier to make it free of
charge.



In countries not able to receive SMS65, it is still possible to receive the caller location
using the HTTPS channel. Remember that a data connection is needed when
transmitting the location messages by HTTPS.

6.1.2.2 Integrate the location information in the PSAP(s)
The integration of the location information in the PSAP involves:


decoding of the location string in the message received

63

A long number is always needed to receive AML SMS from roaming callers.

64

Technical recommendation about the response time when using SMS

Lithuania pilot faced an issue with a long response time when compared to the user requirements. This was
attributed to the configuration of the SMPP link. PSAPs who intend to implement AML by SMS, it is recommended to
use SMPP SMS links in “transceiver” mode instead of “sender” or “receiver” mode and this will allow to speed up
SMS reception.
65

In some countries, emergency services are not able to receive SMS, even from deaf people.
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displaying the decoded information on the PSAP’s Geographic Information System
(GIS)

No major difficulties should be encountered in the decoding of the message. Regarding the
integration with the existing infrastructure of the PSAP, the reports of the pilot sites provide a
good overview of the changes that were needed.

6.1.3 Solution
deployment

configuration

and

test

implementation

before

live

Once the implementation of the technical architecture and the end point have been decided and
before live deployment, the next step is about the configuration of the location service with
the OS providers to define the end-point, the location calculation time delay and other
parameters.
Additionally, it is necessary to follow a testing procedure to validate the proper
implementation of the service.
For what concerns Google ELS, any representative of emergency services can easily start testing
the Emergency Location Service in Android. Testing can start by contacting EENA or directly the
Google Android team. They will provide all the materials needed to start testing the service.
When the tests are completed and the implementation is ready to go live, Google can activate
the service for the Android smartphones and start a gradual live deployment phase66.
Similar testing procedures are envisaged when other OS providers deploy AML.

66

As an example, see the deployment steps followed in Lithuania, Table 22, section 3.4.2, on p. 46
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Overview of deployment recommendations


Consider the deployment of a location server in the country – a centralised platform
per country is needed



Upgrade the PSAP infrastructure


Implement a new or upgrade the existing Telecom service/infrastructure to
receive SMS or HTTPS location messages – SMS implementation is preferred,
especially if it is already possible to receive SMS



Integrate the location information in the PSAP – involves a relatively
straightforward implementation to decode the location data message and display
it on the GIS



Configure the service with the OS provider(s)



Test the implementation and gradually deploy the service in a live environment

6.2 Recommendations to MNOs
Although the deployment of a handset based location in the User Plane does not require the
involvement of MNOs as a prerequisite, their involvement is recommended. Overall, the effort and
commitment required by MNOs is minimal for the deployment of an AML like solution compared to
other caller location solutions.

6.2.1 Actions required by MNOs if the location information is transmitted
by SMS


MNOs will be requested to route the emergency SMS to the PSAP’s end point with
no cost to the emergency caller.



MNOs may need to change the configuration of the network to allow sending an
SMS during an emergency call67.

67

In one country (outside of the project) testing AML, it appeared that it was not possible to send an SMS at the
same time as the voice call. To fix this issue, an intervention of the MNOs was necessary to change the settings of
the network to allow the sending of SMS. In other countries, this option was already possible and hence no
intervention by MNOs was needed.
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6.2.2 Actions required by MNOs if the location information is transmitted
by HTTPS
The involvement of MNOs is even lower when HTTPS is used as a transmission method instead of
SMS. The examples of Austria and Italia during HELP112 proved a rather limited role of MNOs in
deploying a handset based location solution with HTTPS. However, it should be noted that SMS
should be preferred as a transmission method when possible.

6.2.2.1 Availability of MSISDN in the SIM
When using the data channel as a transmission method, it is currently required that the
MSISDN of the caller is included in the HTTPS location message in order be able at the
PSAP level to match the location data with its related voice call and display the correct location
information onto the call-taker CAD.
In some pilots (UK, Austria), it appears that the MSISDN was not transmitted (blank field) into the
ELS HTTPS message. The UK pilot found that some SIMs store the telephone number (MSISDN),
while others do not and only the home network knows the number. This places a significant
limitation on the HTTPS technique. Nevertheless, even when the MSISDN is missing, the IMSI of
the caller is present in the HTTPS message. To reliably use this method, we recommend that
MNOs:
1. Ensure that all SIMs store the MSISDN internally – thought to be unlikely to be
acceptable to all mobile networks.
2. Allow PSAPs to use the IMSI identifier to match voice and data, somehow obtaining
this through the voice call – again unlikely to be acceptable policy to mobile networks

6.2.3 Actions required by MNOs regardless of the transmission method
It is recommended that MNOs update the Terms and Conditions to specify what data will be
collected during emergency calls, how it will be transmitted and to whom.

Recommendations to MNOs:


Route the emergency SMS to the PSAP’s end point with no cost to the emergency
caller



Change the configuration of the network to allow sending an SMS during an
emergency call, if applicable



Ensure that all SIMs store the MSISDN internally, if HTTPS is used as transmission
method



Allow PSAPs to use the IMSI identifier to match voice and data, if HTTPS is used as
transmission method
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6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS TO HANDSET MANUFACTURERS AND OS PROVIDERS
6.3.1 Availability of GNSS & SMS during an emergency call
Two technical issues that appeared during the developments of AML on some handsets are related
to the use of GNSS and the permission to send SMS during emergency calls. It is recommended
that handset manufacturers allow the use of GNSS positioning and the transmission of
SMS during emergency calls.

6.3.2 Overlap between handset manufacturers and OS providers
AML was first made available by handset manufacturers. HTC, Sony and Samsung developed AMLenabled phones. The AML functionality was directly on the phone and the handset manufacturers
played a crucial role. Since June 2016, Google Android updated over-the-air 99% of the Android
smartphones in the world, back to the first versions.
Since an operating system (OS) provider has entered the game, the question of the role of
handset manufacturers rises. To avoid any overlap, it is recommended that only OS
developers be involved in enabling the location estimation on their systems. The reason
is that there are fewer OS developers in the market than handset manufacturers and a wider
number of consumers can be reached more quickly. Additionally, OS providers can deploy a
handset based location estimation method in all the smartphones already in use
achieving a rapid deployment, while handset manufacturers can deploy such features only to new
phones sold.

Recommendations to handset manufacturers and OS providers:


Allow the use of GNSS and WiFi positioning and SMS transmission during emergency
calls.



Handset based location to be implemented by OS providers following the AML
specification as documented in ETSI TR 103 393 and provide support to PSAPs and
MNOs for its configuration.

6.4 RECOMMENDATION TO GNSS CHIPSET MANUFACTURERS
Utilising Galileo in the estimation of the caller location will result in an EU E112 solution
independent from non-EU based constellations and will increase the benefit of Galileo. As the
studies conducted during this project suggest, it is also expected that once Galileo is fully
operational, it will improve the accuracy of the caller location, the time-to-first-fix and it will
provider wider signal availability in the EU.
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Therefore, it is recommended that the handsets should be equipped with multiconstellation chipsets that include Galileo.
Furthermore, it is recommended that chipset manufacturers:


include Galileo capability in all GNSS chipsets (low-end to high-end) to avoid an
impact on low cost phones, often used by the less-privileged citizens



include the use of assistance data for Galileo and at least the same kind data that
are already used for other GNSS constellations



consider any GNSS constellation at the same level of priority in their GNSS signal
acquisition strategy.

Recommendations to chipset manufacturers:


include Galileo capability in all GNSS chipsets (low-end to high-end)



include the use of assistance data for Galileo



consider any GNSS constellation at the same level of priority in the GNSS signal
acquisition strategy

6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS TO STANDARDISATION BODIES
Standardisation of the handset based location solution, by ETSI’s Operational CoOrdination Group EMTEL (Emergency Telecommunications). The standardisation efforts for
AML, in the first technical report available, have encouraged its wider deployment.
Consider including the location solution in the GSMA standards to be available in all
handsets, as proposed by the mobile operator Telia during a workshop on AML organised in
Brussels on 20 June 2016.
It is recommended 3GPP modifies the TS 45 005 to make Galileo a primary constellation
in the location process, by indicating that the satellites having the higher signal level, shall be
selected among the GNSSs supported by the receiver (and not a GPS satellite as it is currently
stated).
Consider the standardisation of AML’s HTTPS interface68.

68

See HELP112 Deliverable 3.4 Gap Analysis with existing standards
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6.6 LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
As demonstrated in this report, the deployment of the HELP112 solution requires the involvement
of many stakeholders. Undoubtedly, a certain level of legislation is needed to achieve the optimum
and largest deployment of the HELP112 solution over Europe.

6.6.1 Legislation on handset manufacturers and OS providers
Relying on the goodwill of OS providers or handset manufacturers to implement a version of AML
represents a big risk. An intervention of the European Commission on handsets and OS
manufacturers is recommended. For instance, a delegated act of the radio “Radio Equipment
Directive” (2014/53/EU) could foster the use of GNSS, including Galileo, to locate emergency calls.
Such a legislation would make sure that all the end-users can benefit from the capabilities of their
smartphone, whatever the brand of the handset or the OS is.

6.6.2 Legislation on member states
The ‘Universal Service Directive’ (2009/136/EC) from 2009 already states that “ Member States

shall ensure that undertakings concerned make caller location information available free of charge
to the authority handling emergency calls as soon as the call reaches that authority .” A new
legislation on telecommunications, such as the European Electronic Communications Code
which has been proposed by the Commission in September 2016 could consider the latest
developments and oblige the member states to ensure that national authorities can
receive handset-based location information, in addition to network-based location
information. This implies a mandate on mobile networks and handset manufacturers to support
methods for transferring GNSS and Wi-Fi based locations to PSAPs from handsets during
emergency calls, ensuring such methods are zero rated for national and roaming users.
Such a requirement was one of the conclusions of the operator Telia when they presented on 20
June their feedback on the implementation of AML in Estonia: “[There should be a]
recommendation to include the automatic positioning via SMS as part of local (or EU) legislation”.
To illustrate the added value of such a legislation, it is worth mentioning the lack of involvement of
Italian MNOs who argued that there is no European requirement on that69. In this case, a
European legislation mandating the provision of handset-based location would have accelerated
the deployment of AML in Lombardy.

6.6.3 Other recommendations


69

Provide support to member states and PSAPs to facilitate the integration of
handset estimated location data and the potential creation of the location data
server.

See deliverable D4.5 Italian Pilot
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Assess the feasibility of mandating AML (with both SMS international roaming enabled
and HTTPS transmission available).



Assess the feasibility to mandate assisted Galileo-enabled GNSS chipsets on all
new GNSS-enabled phones (including low-end phones) sold in the EU.

Recommendations about possible legislation:


Legislation on handsets and OS manufacturers for the use of GNSS, including Galileo,
to locate emergency calls



Legislation on member states to ensure that national authorities can receive handsetbased location information, in addition to network-based location information



Provide support to member states and PSAPs to facilitate the integration of location
data and the potential creation of a location data server



Assess the feasibility of mandating AML (with both SMS international roaming enabled
and HTTPS transmission available)



Assess the feasibility to mandate assisted Galileo-enabled GNSS chipsets on all new
GNSS-enabled phones (including low-end phones) sold in the EU



6.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Follow-up activities are recommended after the closure of HELP112 in January 2017 for future
work on handset based location and AML to identify ways to:


Support all the necessary implementations with the different stakeholders – The experience
gathered in HELP112 shows that the nature of this implementation requires collaboration of
different stakeholders



Configure a handset based solution to be triggered when an emergency SMS is sent by
people not able to make an emergency call, but send an emergency SMS instead, e.g. deaf
or hard of hearing



Support the HTTPS data transmission by standardisation activities70



Extend AML and other approaches for handset based locations methods, based on the AML
v2 requirements71

70

See HELP112 Deliverable 3.4 Gap Analysis with existing standards

71

EENA Members Workshop & Meet your MEP 2015, Update 3 of 3, 27 February 2017, Workshop 12, p.26,
http://www.eena.org/download.asp?item_id=226
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Add the radio measurement report to the location message, provided it becomes feasible to
use a user plane Network Based solution as a safety net
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7. MORE INFORMATION ABOUT AML
As the HELP112 project deployed a handset based location, like AML in the four pilot countries, the
following resources are listed and provide more information on AML:


EENA’s work on AML
http://www.eena.org/pages/aml



AML Specifications & Requirements
http://www.eena.org/download.asp?item_id=165



ETSI/EMTEL Technical Report TR 103 393
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_tr/103300_103399/103393/01.01.01_60/tr_103393v01010
1p.pdf



AML FAQ
http://www.eena.org/download.asp?item_id=209
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ANNEX A: ACCURACY & RESPONSE TIME REQUIREMENTS COMPLIANCY TABLES
GNSS
Id

Requirement Title

ACCU_002

Wi-Fi

Austria

Italy

Lithuania

UK

Austria

Italy

Lithuania

UK

The confidence radius of the location measured shall be
less than 30 meters in urban areas for 67% of calls.

100 %

25 %

81 %

88 %

94 %

90 %

48 %

86 %

ACCU_003

The confidence radius of the location measured shall be
less than 100 meters in urban areas for 95% of calls.

100 %

25 %

81 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

ACCU_004

The confidence radius of the location measured shall be
less than 30 meters in rural areas for 67% of calls.

100 %

53 %

96 %

93 %

100 %

67 %

54 %

No tests

ACCU_005

The confidence radius of the location measured shall be
less than 50 meters in rural areas for 95% of calls.

100 %

92 %

98 %

96 %

100 %

100 %

73 %

No tests

ACCU_006

The accuracy of location estimate should always be less
than its precision, i.e. the actual position should always
be within the radius defined by the precision criterion72.

50 %

n/a

36 %73

43 %74

61 %

%

36 %75

86 %76

RESP_001

The response time shall be less than 5 seconds for a CellID location solution.

72

See section 3.2.1.1 for a greater discussion of this requirement

73

99 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

74

100 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

75

50 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

76

86 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

Not applicable
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GNSS
Id

Requirement Title

RESP_002

The response time shall be less than 30 seconds for any
solution that provides more accurate and precise caller
location and satisfies the precision and accuracy
requirements.

Wi-Fi

Austria

Italy

Lithuania

UK

Austria

Italy

Lithuania

UK

100 %

100 %

12 %77

98 %

100 %

100 %

6 %78

100 %

Table 28 Compliance with accuracy & response time requirements per positioning method

77

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)

78

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)
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Id

Requirement Title

ACCU_002

ACCU_003

AT

IT

8.0

SCEN 002

LT

The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 30 meters in urban areas for 67% of
calls.
The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 100 meters in urban areas for 95% of
calls.

HELP112-D5.5-EENA
26/05/2017

UK

AT

IT

LT

SCEN 003
UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

Not applicable SCEN 001 – SCEN 003 are scenarios in rural areas.

Not applicable SCEN 001 – SCEN 003 are scenarios in rural areas.

ACCU_004

The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 30 meters in rural areas for 67% of calls.

100 %

-

64 %

100 %

100 %

63 %

70 %

88 %

75 %

50 %

83 %

100 %

ACCU_005

The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 50 meters in rural areas for 95% of calls.

100 %

-

79 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

70 %

88 %

75 %

67 %

89 %

100 %

ACCU_006

The accuracy of location estimate should always be
less than its precision, i.e. the actual position should
always be within the radius defined by the precision
criterion.

66 %

-

43 %79

71 %80

55 %

0%

57 %81

50 %82

66 %

n/a

72 %83

33 %84

RESP_001

The response time shall be less than 5 seconds for a
Cell-ID location solution.

79

100 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

80

71 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

81

88 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

82

70 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

83

100 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

84

89 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

Not applicable – this requirement concerns network based positioning methods.
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SCEN 002

SCEN 003

AT

IT

LT

UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

100 %

-

0 %85

100 %

100 %

100 %

0 %86

100 %

100 %

100 %

17 %87

100 %

Table 29 Compliance with accuracy & response time requirements per user scenario (SCEN 001 – SCEN 003)

85

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)

86

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)

87

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)
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SCEN 005

AT

IT

LT

UK

60 %

11 %

67 %

100 %

60 %

11 %

100 %

100 %

AT

IT

LT

SCEN 006
UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

Not applicable.

100 %

57 %

62 %

75 %

Not applicable.

100 %

90 %

87 %

100 %

ACCU_004

The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 30 meters in rural areas for 67% of calls.

Not applicable.

80 %

-

68 %

63 %

Not applicable.

ACCU_005

The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 50 meters in rural areas for 95% of calls.

Not applicable.

80 %

-

68 %

75 %

Not applicable.

ACCU_006

The accuracy of location estimate should always be
less than its precision, i.e. the actual position should
always be within the radius defined by the precision
criterion.

0%

-

27 %90

13 %91

RESP_001

The response time shall be less than 5 seconds for a
Cell-ID location solution.

88

75 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

89

100 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

90

68 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

91

100 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

92

75 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

80 %

-

50 %88

63 %89

16 %

-

62 %92

100 %

Not applicable – this requirement concerns network based positioning methods.
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SCEN 005

SCEN 006

AT

IT

LT

UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

100 %

100 %

17 %93

100 %

100 %

-

5 %94

100 %

100 %

100 %

12 %95

100 %

Table 30 Compliance with accuracy & response time requirements per user scenario (SCEN 004 – SCEN 006)

93

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)

94

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)

95

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)
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SCEN 008

SCEN 009

AT

IT

LT

UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 30 meters in urban areas for 67% of
calls.

75 %

-

47 %

88 %

91 %

-

24 %

67 %

-

-

-

100 %

ACCU_003

The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 100 meters in urban areas for 95% of
calls.

80 %

-

71 %

100 %

91 %

-

59 %

83 %

-

-

-

100 %

ACCU_004

The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 30 meters in rural areas for 67% of calls.

Not applicable SCEN 001 – SCEN 003 are scenarios in urban areas.

ACCU_005

The confidence radius of the location measured shall
be less than 50 meters in rural areas for 95% of calls.

Not applicable SCEN 001 – SCEN 003 are scenarios in urban areas.

ACCU_006

The accuracy of location estimate should always be
less than its precision, i.e. the actual position should
always be within the radius defined by the precision
criterion.

-

-

-

RESP_001

The response time shall be less than 5 seconds for a
Cell-ID location solution.

96

41 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

97

100 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

98

29 % within the sum of precision radius plus 50 metres

99

100 % if the 2 calls with no location are discarded

16 %

-

29 %96

75 %97

41 %

-

17 %98

83 %99

-

Not applicable – this requirement concerns network based positioning methods.
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SCEN 008

SCEN 009

AT

IT

LT

UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

AT

IT

LT

UK

100 %

Not
tested.

12
%100

100 %

100 %

Not
tested.

12
%101

100 %

Not
tested.

Not
tested.

-

100 %

Table 31 Compliance with accuracy & response time requirements per user scenario (SCEN 007 – SCEN 009)

100

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)

101

due to latency issue in the reception of the location SMS (not related to the positioning method used)
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SCEN 012

SCEN 013

AT

IT

LT

UK102

AT

IT

LT

UK

The confidence radius of the location measured shall be less than
30 meters in urban areas for 67% of calls.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

85 %

ACCU_003

The confidence radius of the location measured shall be less than
100 meters in urban areas for 95% of calls.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

92 %

ACCU_004

The confidence radius of the location measured shall be less than
30 meters in rural areas for 67% of calls.

-

-

-

-

Not applicable.

ACCU_005

The confidence radius of the location measured shall be less than
50 meters in rural areas for 95% of calls.

-

-

-

-

Not applicable.

ACCU_006

The accuracy of location estimate should always be less than its
precision, i.e. the actual position should always be within the radius
defined by the precision criterion.

-

-

-

-

RESP_001

The response time shall be less than 5 seconds for a Cell-ID
location solution.

RESP_002

The response time shall be less than 30 seconds for any solution
that provides more accurate and precise caller location and satisfies
the precision and accuracy requirements.

Id

Requirement Title

ACCU_002

-

-

-

-

Not applicable – this requirement concerns network based positioning methods.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

92 %

Table 32 Compliance with accuracy & response time requirements per user scenario (SCEN 012 – SCEN 013)

102

Simless 112 call is not allowed in the UK.
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8.0

ANNEX B: REQUIREMENTS COMPLIANCY TABLES

Id

Requirement Title

AML SMS
(UK, LT)

AML SMS
Roaming
(UK)

AML
HTTPS (IT,
LT, UK)

AML SMS
&
Enhanced
NBL (LT,
UK)

ACCE_001

The HELP112 solution shall be available
for the widest range of handset types.

AML available in all Android phones with Google Play
services higher than 9. See section 3.2.4 for more details.

ACCE_002

The process to initiate the estimate and
transmission of the caller location to the
PSAP shall be initiated without the need
for caller intervention.

Yes

ACCE_003

The estimate and transmission of the
location information to the PSAP shall not
be visible or accessible to the user.

Yes

ACCE_004

The location process and the
transmission of location data to the PSAP
shall not interfere with the voice call.

Yes

ACCU_001

The precision of the estimated location
shall be transmitted in metres.

Yes

AML_001

HELP112 shall study the possibility to
transmit extra data related to the caller’s
location in addition to the ones already
expected in the current AML solution,
such as Cell-ID, Radio Measurement
Report, floor, and altitude when available.

Not yet available, but under consideration by Android for
the next versions of ELS to add the RMR (Radio
Measurement Report) into the location information when
no location estimate is returned by the handset’s location
capabilities after the AML timeout. Included in future
recommendations, see section 6.7.

AML_002

HELP112 shall examine ways to configure
the AML solution to be triggered when an
emergency SMS is sent.

Not yet available, but under consideration by Android for
the next versions of ELS. Included in future
recommendations, see section 6.7.

BATT_001

BATT_002

The HELP112 solution shall ensure that in
cases of low battery power level, priority
shall be given to the emergency voice
call.
In the HELP112 solution, the battery
power level needed and expected to use
either A-GNSS, stand-alone GNSS, or WiFi
without GNSS, shall be different for each
type of location solution, and dependant
on the battery capacity of the handset.

Yes

AML is set to work at 5 – 10% of battery depending on
the battery capacity of the handset. Currently, there are
different battery level limits considered for of each type
of positioning method.
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Date:
Version:

Id

CHAR_001

CHAR_002

LOCA_001

LOCA_002

LOCA_003

LOCA_004

Requirement Title
The HELP112 solution shall ensure that
the data channel is used for the
processes of estimating and transmitting
the location if and only if the data
connection is already activated on the
handset.
The HELP112 solution shall ensure that if
a SMS is used to transmit the location
information to the PSAP, it shall be
recognised as an E112 SMS by the
network and shall be free of charge for
the caller.
The HELP112 solution shall estimate the
caller location by the GNSS capabilities of
the handset if available and if the battery
power level is sufficient.
The HELP112 solution shall make use of,
trial and demonstrate the advantages of
estimating the caller location by EGNOS
and Galileo.
The HELP112 location solution shall
combine multiple positioning methods,
when possible, in order to fit the
requirements as widely as possible.
In the case that a location method fails to
provide accurate caller location with
regards to the accuracy requirements,
the HELP112 solution shall ensure that a
fall-back location solution would be
available to provide a more accurate
caller’s location than the one estimated
by Cell-ID.

AML SMS
(UK, LT)

AML SMS
Roaming
(UK)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

26/05/2017
8.0

AML
HTTPS (IT,
LT, UK)
Yes, but
AML
message
not sent
when data
connection
is not
activated.

n/a

AML SMS
&
Enhanced
NBL (LT,
UK)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tested in Lithuania and the United Kingdom by using the
first phone embedded a Galileo enabled GNSS engine,
see section 3.2.2.

Yes

Yes, but it is up to the national implementations to decide
upon the fall-back solution. The tests in Lithuania and the
UK show that enhanced NBL can act as a fall-back
solution with better results than Cell-ID.

PRES_001

The caller location has to be received on
the GIS available at the call taker’s
terminal that has answered the call.

Yes

PRES_002

No additional task shall be assigned to
the call taker to get caller’s location
through the HELP112 solution.

Yes

PRES_003

The caller’s location could either be
pushed from the HELP112 solution to the
call taker CAD, or pulled by the call taker
CAD.

Yes
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Id
PRES_004

PRIV_001

PRIV_002

PRIV_003

Requirement Title
The caller’s location data shall use the
WGS84 coordinate system.
The HELP112 solution shall ensure that
the caller location is available only to
respond to emergency calls. Privacy
restrictions for uses not related to
emergency calls shall be maintained and
strictly enforced.
Storage of caller location at the time of
the emergency call in the PSAP shall be in
agreement with the PSAPs operating
policy and the national data protection
legislation.
The stored caller’s data shall be protected
from unauthorized access. Only PSAP and
legal authorities shall have access to the
caller’s data.

AML SMS
(UK, LT)

AML SMS
Roaming
(UK)

26/05/2017
8.0

AML
HTTPS (IT,
LT, UK)
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PRIV_004

The caller’s location data obtained during
an emergency call shall not be stored on
the handset during or after the call.

Yes

PRIV_005

The caller shall not be able to suppress or
degrade the availability of the location
information for a 112 call.

Yes

ROAM_001

SECU_001

SECU_002

TRAN_001

HELP112 shall study ways to be robust to
a caller from a home HELP112 enabled
country A that use the E112 service in a
visited HELP112 enabled country B.
The HELP112 solution shall always be
available to the entities authorized to
access it. For example it must remain
available even if wide-scale attacks are
performed, e.g. denial of service, or
access with appropriate privileges is
gained that can make the service
unavailable or unusable.
HELP112 solution shall be protected from
attacks that attempt to block the
HELP112 solution to specific callers or to
take advantage or profit from
transmitting the location to other sources.
HELP112 shall study the possibility of
using the IP channel to transmit the
caller’s location data to the PSAP.

AML SMS
&
Enhanced
NBL (LT,
UK)

Yes

Possible to be met, although requirements is to wide and
depends on national implementations. requirement too
wide. Secure interfaces are used to transfer information
to secure Mobile Network and PSAP servers. See section
4 in deliverable D4.3 Demonstrator in the United
Kingdom.

Yes

Yes
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Id

TRAN_002

Requirement Title
If the data connectivity is not available or
is deactivated on the caller’s handset,
HELP112 solution shall ensure that a fallback solution that doesn’t use the data
channel is available to transmit the
location data to the PSAP.

AML SMS
(UK, LT)

AML SMS
Roaming
(UK)

HELP112-D5.5-EENA
26/05/2017
8.0

AML
HTTPS (IT,
LT, UK)

AML SMS
&
Enhanced
NBL (LT,
UK)

No, can use the Wifi channel if connected to a Wifi access
point.

Table 33 Requirements compliancy table for non-accuracy & response time
requirements
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